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Police try to
stick drivers
for city tags
Smith back
at full speed
for Cowboys
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LOCAL

By JIM MAHANES
Staff Writer
With sales starting off slow
this year, Murray police are.
making every effort to catch
drivers who have not purchased city stickers for their
vehicles.
Using a series of road
blocks and checks of business
parking lots, police have
issued about 334 courtesy notices in the last two weeks
alone.
Each year, beginning in
April, stickers go on sale for

$35 in the office of the city
clerk. After a May grace period, the price of the stickers
went up 10 percent and
doubled to $70 on July 1.
The money generated from
the sales goes into the city's
general fund and makes up about 11.5 percent of the city's
entire budget.
"That money helps offset
the cost of police and fire protection and goes to help fund
things like the street depart• See Page 2

BERNARD KANE/Ledger & Times photo

Officers Rick Bucy and Mark McCuiston of the Murray Police Department check drivers for city stickers at
a roadblock on 10th and Olive streets Monday.

TVA raises
rates 5.5 % Williams'
KNOXVILLE, Tenn. (AP) —
The Tennessee Valley Authority is considering a 5.5 percent
electric rate increase — its first
in a decade — and 725 layoffs.
The recommendations from
the TVA staff today must be
SHARPE, Ky. (AP) — A
approved by the three-member
grand
jury is expected to begin
TVA board, which is expected
reviewing evidence this fall in
to consider them at its August
the slaying of restaurateur Bobbi
meeting.
Holman Williams, but detectives
TVA Chairman Craven
admit
their evidence is thin.
Crowell began calling congresMrs.
Williams, the 35-year-old
sional offices in Washington
owner
of
Paducah's successful
this morning to relate the reHolman House Restaurant, was
commendations for fiscal
found beaten and strangled to
1997-98, which begins Oct. 1.
death in her Marshall County
Meanwhile, Chief Financial home the night of July 16, 1996.
Officer David Smith and ExecuInvestigators say their search
tive Vice President Mark Medfor
her killer has been slow beford met privately with distribucause it has been so complex.
tors in Nashville this morning.
McCracken Commonwealth's
They planned a news conferAttorney Tim Kaltenbach has reence for 2:30 p.m. (EDT) in
leased few details about the inKnoxville to publicly announce
vestigation. He did say that the
the recommendations, which
two detectives assigned to the
The Associated Press concase are following a money trail
firmed through sources this
and have had several businesses'
morning.
and individuals' financial records
The layoffs would involve
subpoenaed, hoping the records
mainly power operations in
will reveal a motive or possibly
Chattanooga and corporate
evidence
of a murder-for-hire
support staffing at Knoxville
scheme.
headquarters, though other locations also cou.jd see
Kaltenbach would not say
reductions.
which people or businesses are
The job cuts would be in adunder investigation. He said the
dition to the 348 employees
financial records subpoenaed
who remain in TVA's services
have been turned over to a speunit. They were among 700
cial team of Kentucky State PoTVA workers whose jobs were
lice auditors, and he has given
declared surplus last year.
them a deadline of midTVA gave those workers 12
months to find new jobs in or
• See Page 2
out of TVA, and continued to
pay them as they searched. So
far, 352 have found other
positions.
Some of TVA's unions had
distributed internal layoff estimates that forecast 800 to
1,200 of TVA's 15,500 employees could be affected. A decade ago, the agency employed 34,000 people.

_

Patton names
higher ed council

murder heads
to grand jury

•

Staff, AP Report
Gov. Paul Patton today appointed the membership of the
new Council on Postsecondary
Education, a group that includes
extensive experience in higher
education governing, but with a
new endorsement for independence and authority.
The 13 members include five
holdovers from the now defunct
Council on Higher Education and
at least one former member of the
council.
Among the 13 members is
Shirley Menendez of McCracken
County, a 1962 graduate of Murray State University. She works
as an administrator in the Livingston County schools.
Lee Todd, one of the 13 appointees, attended Murray State
University briefly, but graduated
from the University of Kentucky.
Two MSU graduates, Nancy
Lovett of Calloway County and
Pamela Dallas of Hopkins, were
among the nominees submitted to
Patton but were not appointed.
Patton emphasized the independence by eliciting, in unison,
a promise from the new members
to resign if they believed they

Tonight...Partly cloudy. A 40
percent chance of thunderstorms. Low in the lower 70s.
Light wind.
Wednesday...Partly sunny.
High in the lower 90s.
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The council's first significant
task will be to hire a president of
the entire, higher education system from a list of three nominees
forwarded from the political leadership of the state.
From there, the council is
charged with creating a road map
to take Kentucky's eight universities and the newly combined
community and technical college
system into the 21st Century.
"This is a totally doable objective in Kentucky by the year
2020," Patton said. "The question is can we put together the
long-term leadership that can
keep this going for the next 23
years."
Among Patton's selections are
Peggy Bertelsman, a former
council chairwoman from Fort
Thomas; former state senator and
Supreme Court justice Walter
Baker of Glasgow; Todd, founder
III See Page 2

BERNARD KANE/Ledger & Times photo

SIGN OF THE TIMES: This photo, taken about 2 p.m. Monday
on 12th Street, shows the sweltering temperatures Murray has experienced recently.

WEATHER

Comics
(Maths
Foam
Spans—
Today —

were being railroaded or run over
by political considerations in the
General Assembly or from the
governor's office.

BERNARD KANE/Ledger & Times photo

THE CUTTING EDGE: MM.Mitchell of Locust Grove cuts some of the SO acres he keeps fallow as
part of the Conservation Reserve Program.

Construction
begins on
hog operation
DUBLIN, Ky.(AP) — A Mayfield businessman is starting construction for a large hog raising
operation, despite a pending appeal of his construction permit
and the lack of a storm water permit needed to operate.
"We plan to move forward
with completion of this project in
a timely manner in full compliance with all laws and regulations," Mayfield businessman
Kenneth Buckman said in a
statement.
Buckman would have space for
5,760 sows on the 350-acre farm
two miles west of Dublin.
The state Division of Water on
March 21 issued Buckman a permit to build the waste holding
pond, prompting protests from
neighbors who said they were
worried about disease, water contamination, air quality, odors,
flies and a drop in property value.
John Wilson, whose farm is
next to the site, appealed the permit and an administrative hearing

was scheduled for January in
Frankfort.
Wilson said Buckman offered
to sell the farm to opponents for
$680,000, but of the 352 acres,
292 are tillable, and with interest
payments on a loan that size,
turning a profit would be
impossible.
Bruce Scott, engineering manager of the permits branch of the
Division of Water, said he didn't
know whether the state would
issue Buckman a storm water
permit before Wilson's appeal is
resolved.
Buckman said he invited representatives of the Division of
Water to be present as construction began Monday, but no one
showed up.
"There's not really any need at
this point for us to be there,"
said Jeff Cummins, envirorunen-

See Page 2
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He said he would wait until the
grand jury heard the evidence and
acted on it before he issued any
arrest warrants.
In the past, investigators have
said they planned to look into the
business and personal records of
Neil Williams, Mrs. William's
estranged husband.
Williams has denied any involvement in his wife's death and
has cooperated with authorities
investigating the killing.
He became a potential suspect
earlier this year after a suburban
Chicago man and a Paducah hairdresser were arrested on allegations they had tried to extort money from him. The hairdresser
claims Williams gave her
$50,000 to hire someone to kill
Mrs. Williams.

FROM PAGE 1
September to complete the
review.
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•Police...
FROM PAGE 1
ments," said City Clerk Sara
Duncan.
City ordinances require every resident in Murray to
purchase a city sticker for each
vehicle they own.
"Residents who live outside
the city, but work in town,
must also get one for the vehicle they primarily drive to
work," Duncan said. "Murray
State University students who
work in the city are also required to have a sticker on
their vehicle."
According to Duncan, sales
were down by almost 400
stickers at the end of the fiscal
year (June 30). City Finance
Officer Don Leet said that totals almost $9,000 in lost
revenue.
"We had budgeted $410,000
in sticker sales last year and
we're about $8,500 off that
mark," Leet said. "This year,
we've budgeted $420,000 in
sticker sales."
To make up for that lost revenue, MPD Capt. Bobby Holmes said police are setting up
road blocks at various locations around the city and using
other means necessary to catch
those who have not purchased

Pick 3:
5-9-3
Pick 4:
2-8-0-5
Cash 5:
18-20-24-32-35
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FROM PAGE 1
tal control supervisor for the division's Reidland office. "We will
follow up closely."
Buckman said he hopes to allay the concerns of oliponents.
Wilson said opponents would
continue their fight to keep con-

For an appointment call 759-8000

B. Scott Foster, D.C.
for all you Chiropractic needs
1210 Johnson Blvd.
Muray, KY

POOLS!
Prices Are Mu • ng
HUGE 31 x 19' O.D.
Farntly-Si2 ed Pool

Only

with Sundec k, Fence &
Filter

$929

HOMEOWNERS ONLY
CALL NOW - CALL TOLL FREE!

100%
FINANCING
Limited Area
UALITY

1-800-759-6058

ROME (AP) — Erich Priebke,
a former Nazi SS captain, was
convicted today of taking part in
the wartime massacre of 335 civilians and sentenced to 15 years in
prison.
The military tribunal gave
another defendant, former SS
Maj. Karl Hass, a suspended
10-year, eight-month sentence.
Prosecutors sought a life term for
Priebke and a 24-year term for
Hass.
Priebke, who turns 84 next
week, and Hass, 84, participated
in the 1944 killings, which were
ordered by the Nazis in retaliation for a partisan bombing that
killed 33 Nazi soldiers.
In a trial a year ago, Priebke
was effectively cleared because
the court did not find him guilty
of aggravating- circumstances
needed to override Italy's 30-year
statute of limitations on murder.
Italy's highest appeals court ordered a retrial, ruling the first
court was biased in his favor.

II Patton...

Summer Sale
40.•

FROM PAGE 1
of Data Beam and a leading entrepreneur in Lexington; and Lois
Weinberg, a community activist
from Hindman.
Among the holdover members
are Leonard Hardin, chairman of
National City Bank in Louisville
and the immediate past chairman
of the council; James Miller, an
Owensboro attorney and former
chairman; and Charles Whitehead, an Ashland Inc. executive.

After pronouncing the sentence
for Priebke, the court lopped off
10 years because of an amnesty
that had been enacted some years
ago covering a wide range of
crimes — meaning he would
have to serve five years.
. Neither Priebke nor Hass were
present in the courtroom when
the judges retired. Both are in
custody.
"This is a very wise and balanced verdict," said the prosecutor, Antonino Intelisano. "It
meets everybody's expectations.
It affirms the principle that there
is no statute of limitations on
murder for war crimes."
The decision last year to free
Priebke provoked anger from victims' relatives in Rome's Jewish
community — 75 of the victims
rounded up by the Nazis were
Jews. The Italian government intervened, ordering Priebke held
pending examination of an extradition -request by Germany.
The civilians were slain March
24, 1944, on orders from Rome's
World War II Nazi occupiers.
"I only expect some justice,"
said Anna Maria Canacci, who
lost her brother Ilario, then 17, in
the massacre. "I expect that
crime committed 50 years ago
will finally have a fair
conclusion."
Like Priebke, Hass admitted
shooting two of the civilians. But
the prosecution argued that
Priebke's role was greater.
Priebke has admitted checking
off the names of the victims as
they were led to slaughter.

These Puppies
Are Gonna Be Big!
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centrated animal feeding operations out of western Kentucky.
"Just because they build this one,
we're not through," he said.
"We're going to keep on working on these things. ... The way
they're coming in here, they're
calling themselves farms, and
they are industries."

Former SS captain
convicted of crimes

I would like to invite and wekorne you as a patient.
My goal is to make you healthy through chiropractic. I strive to maintain the highest level ofintegrity
and personal commitment to my patients health
rare needs.
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the stickers.
"One of the most effective
means we have to catch people
is word of mouth," said Holmes. "You'd be surprised how
many people will call us about
someone who doesn't have a
sticker."
Since the stickers went on
sale, police have issued courtesy notices to those not in
compliance which could land
some residents in court if not
taken care of. A citation can
be presented to Duncan when
purchasing a sticker and it will
be expunged.
"We try to cite as many
people as we can," Holmes
said. "It's not fair to those
who follow the law and buy
stickers to have some people
who don't."
Last year, police issued
more than 500 citations to
people who failed to purchase
a sticker. Two years ago, over
half of the citations issued
were to people who had purchased a sticker but had failed
to properly afix it to the
windshield of their vehicles.
As of Monday, Duncan said
sticker sales were off by 126
compared to July 21, 1996.
Stickers can be purchased in
Duncan's office in city hall.

HARRY ALLISON/Special to the Ledger

Cal: the circulation dept. between
5 30-6 p.m. Monday-Friday or
330-4 p.m. Saturday at 753-1916.
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Whitmer-Bedway parachutes into the Murray Country Club Saturday
for her 20-year class reunion. She and her husband Jim Bedway
(right) live in Louisville and are part of a profesional parachute exhibition team.

Parks board looks at how
to spend carryover funds
By DAVID RAMEY
Staff Writer
The Murray-Calloway County
Parks Department has an additional $34,301 in carryover funds
from the 1996-97 fiscal year.
Park board members spent Monday's board meeting discussing
just how to allocate the money.
Jim Nix, chairman of the park
board's finance committee, detailed a proposal to spend the carryover funds, with most of the
money being allocated for playground equipment, repairs and
administrative expense.

The board tabled any action on
a revised budget until the August
meeting.
The carryover funds pushes the
parks department budget to almost $250,000.
The board also heard a report
from board chairman Rob Williams, who indicated that the
search committee for a new parks
director had narrowed the applicants down to four and planned on
interviewing the finalists soon.
A hiring recommendation is
expected at next month's board
meeting.

Doctors' attorney
to appeal case soon
ARLINGTON, Ky. (AP) —
The attorney representing two
doctors facing deportation from
western Kentucky said he will
appeal their case within the week.
That could allow the pair to resume their medical practices,
shelved since the Immigration
and Naturalization Service sought
to deport them more than two
months ago.
The INS on Friday said it
would allow Dr. David Zetter and
his wife, Dr. Sabina Seitz, to appeal the decision to deport them
and would answer within seven
days.
Their lawyer, Steve Cobb, of
Nashville, was given 30 days to
prepare any new documents he
wished, but he said Monday he
would need only a few days.
"I think we covered things
pretty well" in a previous appeal,
he said. "But we will take the
opportunity to restate things to
make sure they get the points.
That didn't happen before. There
was no response to some of the
issues we raised."
The INS ruled the doctors
committed fraud by entering the
United States in 1995 under a
temporary visa and then quickly
applying for permission to say

permanently.
The doctors say they were following the advice of their attorney at the time and intended no
fraud, but the INS wanted them
barred from the United States for
life, a decision that would also
apply to their 3-year-old son,
Daniel.
Zetter was the only doctor in
Carlisle County and Seitz had an
office in Mayfield,
After two months of pressure
from Congress and the public, the
INS last week took the unusual
step of reopening the case. Doing
so prior to a formal deportation
hearing also avoids having Congress pass specific legislation to
allow the couple to stay._

"Give me one good reason
to contribute to The Red Cross "
Every day, our volunteers are in
your neighborhood with helpful
programs that keep families safer
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Red Cross
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Dear Editor:
This Saturday, two of Murray's most beloved business people will
close their doors. Joe McClard and Vic Vickers will be pumping their
last tank of gas and downtown Murray will sorely miss their presence.
Joe and Vic provided an unsurpassed level ofservice for over 35 years
on the corner of 6th and Main. They taught us all by example what a
service business is all about. More important than that, however, is the
character and integrity of these two men. In all the years we have been
business neighbors of Joe and Vic, we can never remember one day —
"ever" — that both men were not at work. Ask Joe and Vic what a sick
day is and they might look perplexed. They simply went about their
business day in and day out and did it all without complaint. They
worked 70 to 80-hour weeks and remained on call with their wrecker
service 24 hours a day.
In spite of all these hours,Joe and Vic always greeted their customers
with a smile and made them feel valued. No,these two never needed a
Carnegie class to learn how to treat people. They did it all naturally.
Yes, downtown Murray will be losing a landmark business this
Saturday.I would like to thank Joe and Vic for all the good memories and
wish them well. Thanks for the conversation,the coffee,the service,and
most importantly, the good example you set for us all. Joe and Vic will
still have their wrecker service and it will be located on 7th Street. The
gas station, however, will be gone along with a lot of great memories.
Thanks again!
Howard Boone
606 Main St., Murray, Ky. 42071

Long way from Venice to Trieste
Day #1: We have rented a beach
house from a catalog. As we head
toward the island, we are having
second thoughts. Suddenly it hits us
that our method is uncomfortably
hit-or-miss. If the place does not suit
our tastes, we cannot mail it back
and order another in time for this
year's vexation.
When we arrive, we are relieved
to find that the cottage contains
everything promised and more. The
bedrooms are spacious and airy.
There is a new VCR,a bookcase full
of videos, and a cabinet stacked
with games and a deck of cards. The
kitchen is fully stocked with gleaming, new appliances; a full set of
matching dinnerware for eight; and
a quintet of carving knives in stepand-stair sizes that almost makes
you want to debone a chicken. I said
almost. This is vacation, after all.
We have packed our own essentials,including a bag of books heavy
enough to give Arnold Schwartzenegger shooting pains in his lower
back. Among others, I am toting
Olivia Manning's "Balkan Trilogy,"
all 924 pages of it, and I am
determined to complete it. That is
less than 150 pages a day! Peanuts!
I place "The Balkan Trilogy" on
the little table next to the hammock
on the screened porch. Next, I line
up my jogging shoes at the foot of
the king-sized bed. Finally, I tuck
my low calorie drink into a special
corner of the kitchen cabinet. This

MAIN STREET

Constance Alexander
Ledger & Times columnist
vacation is just the first step in a
self-improvement campaign that
will have me smart and slender for
the rest of my life.
Day #2: My husband gets up first
and goes to a nearby convenience
store to bring home breakfast. No
bacon. Too many fat grams and
definitely not part of my new fitness
regime.The two kinds of doughnuts
he selects are labelled "Lower in
fat," though there is nothing to
explain lower than what. I decide
that the tiny white circles are definitely more healthful than the coils
of sugar and pecans called
"Bingos." They are sweet enough to
make your teeth hurt.
After breakfast,I carry a chaise to
the beach,oil myself up with sunscreen, and promptly fall asleep with
"The Balkan Trilogy" opened face
down on my chest. I spend the rest
of the day napping, sampling the
surf, and re-reading the opening
sentence:"Somewhere near Venice,
Guy began talking with a heavy,
elderly man, a refugee from Germany on his way to Trieste."

Day #3: I find an old issue of
"Reader's Digest" in the linen closet.
I forgot how much I always enjoy
the "Humor in Uniform" section.
What a great thing to read in the
hammock. I drift in and out of sleep
all day, and move back and forth
between beach and bungalow. I
manage to find a comfortable reclining position wherever I go. I nearly
finish "Toward More Picturesque
Speech" in "Reader's Digest," but
decide not to push myself too much.
After dinner, I decide a game of
solitaire might be just what the
doctor ordered to keep me awake,
but discover that the deck only has
51 cards. I would go running but I
can't find my shoes.
Day #4: I have worn the same tee
shirt and shorts for days. I just don't
care. There is something liberating
about dropping your clothes on the
floor at night and stepping back into
them in the morning. I can hear my
mother's voice, thick with disapproval saying,"What if you were in
an accident?"
"Don't bother me," I say to my-

self. "I'm on vacation."
Day #5: I have finished all the
jokes in "Reader's Digest," but the
guy in "The Balkan Trilogy" is still
somewhere near Venice. I find a
1989 issue of"Woman's Day" in the
linen closet. I lapse into a nap in the
middle of the table of contents.
Day #6: Rain. All day. I cannot
spend another day not reading "The
Balkan Trilogy." We go to the
movies because it is a different
place to snooze. I eat a whole large
bag of M & M peanuts by myself
and doze off wondering if chocolate
will ever be considered a major food
group.
As we drive back to the beach
house, we have dispirited discussion about packing the car in the
morning. I wonder what ever happened to the week's supply of diet
drink I brought with me?
Day #7: Find running shoes, low
cal shakes,and the jack ofclubs. We
clean the house, heave luggage into
the Jeep,and stop at the realty office
to drop off the keys. My husband
raises his eyebrows when I say,
Next year, we'll want the house for
two weeks."
Once we are outside, I inform
him that it is absolutely necessary to
have 14 days instead of just 7.
"After all," I admonish, "how do
you expect me to finish "The Balkan
Trilogy?" It's a long way from
Venice to Trieste."

EDITORIAL ROUNDUP
July 12 — Star Tribune of Minneapolis, on new television
ratings:
Unsurprisingly, the sensible new agreement on television content
ratings is being derided in certain industry quarters as censorship,
an assault on free speech, government intrusion, a suppression of
artistic expression.
But like so much of what the industry proffers, these protests
hold far less substance than the promos might suggest.
Take the claim of censorship. Typically, this term describes an
authoritarian prohibition on publishing or broadcasting materials
that are deemed to violate certain rules. The new ratings system, by
contrast, will permit programmers to keep sending out whatever
they please, so long as they label it with indicators of its potential
offensiveness.
Television's congressional critics have wisely agreed to hold
their fire for a few years and give the new system a chance. The
industry's naysayers would do a service to themselves and the
public by taking the same approach.
July 13 — Alamogordo (N.M.) Daily News, on Postal Service
price increase proposal:
Barely two years ago, the U.S. Postal Service raised the price of
a first-class stamp from 29 cents to 32 cents, and Postmaster General Marvin Runyon said he did not foresee the need for another
rate hike until at least the year 2000.
Now the Postal Service is pleading poverty, claiming it needs a
one-cent increase to continue operating in the black.
This doesn't add up.
The USPS reaped a $1.6 billion surplus in 1996 and is expected
to enjoy another large surplus this year. So how in the name of
Marvin Runyon can the service be strapped? ...
July 11 — The Columbian, Vancouver, Wash., on Joe Camel:
The slippery slope of good-for-you governing got greased Thursday when R.I. Reynolds folded Joe the Camel.
R.J. Reynolds has ended the Camel campaign before Congress
has ratified the multibillion-dollar settlement between tobacco companies and 40 states, including Washington. This comes just one
month after Reynolds filed a lawsuit against the Federal Trade
Commission for alleged harassment and political opportunism in
that agency's efforts to ban Joe.
Though Congress and President Clinton are still haggling over
the fine print, one part of the tobacco settlement will remain intact:
a ban on human figures and cartoons in advertisements. ...
The Camel is dead, but R.J. Reynolds already has a new ad campaign called "What You're Looking For." Joe the Camel will be
resurrected in countless forms and products, always a little faster
than he can be banned.
July 14 — San Francisco Chronicle, on Joe Camel:
R. J. Reynolds Tobacco Co. euthanized Joe Camel last week after the embattled cartoon pitchman became such a liability that he
had to be whacked.
The anthropomorphic dromedary had become a high-profile focus of tobacco critics who argued that Joe Camel's cool appeal was
aimed at peddling cigarettes to kids, and they had the statistics to
prove it. ...
The move was widely interpreted as a conciliatory gesture aimed
at winning approval of the giant settlement by Congress and President Clinton. Although smoking cigarettes is a filthy habit, dangerous to the lungs and heart and offensive to the nostrils, it would be
an error not to employ Joe Camel's amazing powers of persuasion
for good.
If Joe Camel is as irresistible a tobacco salesman as the Federal
Trade Commission insists, why not bring him back to life and recast him as a spokesman for an anti-smoking campaign aimed at
youth? There is no more zealous or convincing preacher than a reformed sinner. Give Joe another chance. ft's the American Way.
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Crime down, but fears remain
By JANELLE CARTER
Associated Press Writer
WASHINGTON (AP) — Patricia Robinson knows fear. Ever
since her son Parran was gunned
down two years ago, she has escorted her surviving son to school
each day.
The school in northeast
Washington is just two blocks
away but Robinson is not taking
chances. Sixteen-year-old Parran
was the same distance from home
when he and another friend were
gunned down.

Commentary
are on the way.
The "zero-tolerance" push is
showing results, police say.
Crime overall has dropped 16
percent this year. Homicides are
down 25 percent, from 221 at this
time last year to 164 so far in
1997.

But statistics alone cannot still
the fears of residents who have
witnessed a spate of horrendous
Darren, 14, is "the only child I
crimes.
have left," Robinson said. "It's
This year, three city police ofhard for me to let him out."
have been slain. A 12-yearficers
In a city where the White
kidnapped and killed in a
was
old
House and Congress talk often
incident on his way
-related
gang
about dramatic steps to improve
Last month,
school.
from
home
the local quality of life, Robinhomicides
in a
eight
were
there
son's fear is not uncommon. As
period.
36-hour
crime increased over the years, so
Three weeks ago, a 7-year-old
did anxiety among Washington's
was shot to death as he sat in
boy
543,000 residents.
his father's car outside a fastfood restaurant. Two weeks ago,
A consultants' report that
sparked changes in the police de- three Starbucks Coffee workers
were found shot to death in a
partment detailed widespread
room of their shop in the
back
alone
Homicides
criminal chaos.
increased 169 percent over the fashionable Georgetown
neighborhood.
last decade.
The recent slayings prompted
a
launched
Police in March
Speaker Newt Gingrich to
House
at
aimed
initiative
-fighting
crime
restoring the public's confidence. challenge President Clinton to
come up with an anti-crime plan
Four hundred officers were rede- for the city.
"Enough is enough," Ginployed onto the streets and more

grich, R-Ga., wrote Clinton.
"The citizens of this city need
action and they need it now."
White House aides noted that
the president already has proposed that the federal government
take over the city's prisons and
courts, freeing money for other
needs.
The latest high-profile crimes
make the healing even harder for
victims like Robinson.
"It did something to my whole
family," she said. "Some mornings, I don't even want to get
up."
Even her home feels different
since Parran's death, Robinson
said. She loved the working-class
neighborhood when she moved
there 13 years ago. Her family
lived nearby. She knew her
neighbors. It was safe.
"It was a place where you
could sit outside and talk all
night," she said.
But as crime spread, she and
other residents felt they were living under siege.
Parran and two friends had
gone to a movie in nearby Prince
George's County, Md., the night
he was killed. His mother encouraged him to go there because she

believed it was safer.
As the three returned home,
shots were fired into their car.
Police believe the gunmen were
after another boy in the car, Robinson said. No one has been
arrested.
Darren — 12 years old at the
time — was afraid to go outside
after that. He ran if he saw unfamiliar cars on his street. He wrote
letters to his dead brother.
These days, Robinson walks or
drives Darren to school.
Other residents cite improvement, but their confidence wavers, too.
On a recent night at the notorious Barry Farms public housing
complex in southeast Washington, groups of residents mingled
outside — a scene many say
would have been impossible a
few months ago.
"There's less people hanging
out, no shooting," one man said.
A woman tending her garden
agreed. "We wouldn't even be
standing here now," she said.
But even while citing a better
atmosphere, all were afraid to
give their names.
EDITOR'S NOTE — Janette
Carter covers the District of
Columbia government for The
Associated Press.
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Unexpected surprise
comes to Murrayans
During a recent trip to Athens,
the Greek Isles, and Istanbul,
Mike, Gwen and Erika Wolff, residents of Murray, and Liza Griffin, Puryear, Tenn., experienced
quite a surprise encounter.
During their five-day cruise in
the Greek Isles, another couple
chanced to sit one night at their
table for dinner.
After introductions had been
made, Sallie Guy asked Mike
Wolff where they were from.
When he responded that he lived

in Murray, Ky., she just could not
believe it.
However, an even more surprising coincidence was revealed
as they all continued to talk during dinner. Exactly two weeks
earlier, the Guys, Sallie and
Kelly, had been guests in the
Wolff's home during a wedding
reception held there for the
daughter of their mutual friends,
Ken and Deanna Wolf of Murray.
The two groups said "it is truly
a small world after all."

Free fish fry for senior citizens
A Free Fish Fry for senior citizens will be Friday, July 25, at the
Senior Citizens Center at Weaks Community Center, Murray. The
event will be sponsored by the Blood River BassMasters. Seating
will start at 4:45 p.m. and serving will begin at 5:30 p.m. Persons
are asked to come to the door at the east end of the building until the
room is full and then go to the main auditorium. Some local Blue
Grass Bands will be playing in the auditorium the same evening.
"We encourage all senior citizens to attend," said officers of the
Blood River BassMasters.
Pictured are Gwen, Erika and Mike Wolff of Murray, Lisa Griffin of Puryear, Tenn., and Sallie and Kelly Guy of Murray preparing to disembark
in Istanbul, Turkey.

North meeting on Wednesday
North Elementary School Site-based Decision Making Council
will have a special called meeting on Wednesday, July 23, at 12:15
p.m. at the school. The agenda item will be staffing. The public is
invited..

CALENDAR
Tuesday, June 24
Murray Lions Club meeting/6:30
p.m./Murray Woman's Club House.
Loy• of Barbie Doll Club/5
p.m./Calloway Public Library will not
meet today.
Kirksey Baptist Church Vacation
Bible School/6-8:15 p.m.
First Assembly of God Kids
Crusade/6:30-8:30 p.m.

Tuesday, July 22
University Church of Christ Family
Vacation Bible SchooV6 p.m.
First Place Victory Crusade/7
p.m./Westside Baptist Church.
Hazel Center open 10 a.m.-2 p.m. for
senior citizens activities.
Independent Christian Singles/7
p.m./Senior Citizens Center, Mayfield.
Info/762-0231 or 753-6718.

Missionaries in the area

The Church of Jesus Christ of Latter-day Saints has two missionaries
now serving in the area. They are Elder Owens, right, from Lakeside,
Ariz., who has been here two months, and Elder Child from Roy Utah,
who has been here one month. Both Owens and Child are serving twoyear missions in the Tennessee Nashville Mission area.

Unleash Your Potential!

MHS Kick-off on Friday

Tuesday, July 22
Weeks Center open 8 a.m.-4 p.m. for
senior citizens' activities.
Alzheimer's Diseas• Support
Group/4:30 p.m./private dining room
next to cafeteria at MCCH.
Info/762-1108 or 753-5561.
Ladies' Night Out/6 p.m./Murray
Country Club. Reservations/753-6113.
Singles Organizational Society
(SOS)/7 p.m./Weaks Community Center. Info/Jane, 489-2046, or Sue,
489-2922.
Bingo/7 p.m./Knights of Columbus
building.
Murray TOPS Club Kentucky *34
meeting/7 p.m./First Presbyterian
Church. Info/759-9964.
Hardin Tops Chapter weigh-in/6 p.m.
and meeting/7 p.m./Hardin Library.
West View Nursing Home events include Bingo/10:30 a.m.; Cooking
Class/2 p.m.; MSU students/6:30 p.m.
International Dance/7 p.m./First Presbyterian Church.
First Baptist Church Christians Responding to Current Issues/1:30 p.m..
Alcoholics Anonymous/closed
meeting/8 p.m./American Legion Hall,
Murray. Info/753-8136.
Wrather West Kentucky Museum,
MSU/open 8:30 a.m.-4:15 p.m.
Curris Center Gallery, MSU/open 11
a.m.-10 p.m.
Eagle Gallery at Doyle Fine Arts Center, MSU/open 8 a.m.-4 p.m.
National Scouting Museum/open 9
a.m.-4:30 p.m.
Wednesday, July 23
Ongoing Ambassadors special
program/7 p milmmanuel Lutheran
Church.
Vacation Bible School at Kirksey
Baptist Church/6-8:15 p.m.
Info/489-2435 or 489-2575.
Kids Crusade at First Assembly of
God, Murray/6:30-8:30 p.m.
Info/753-6695 or 753-8945.
Family Vacation Bible School for
nursery through adults/6
p.m./University Church of Christ.
West Fork Baptist Church Basketball
Clinic/9-11:30 p.m.
Women's Business Roundtable/7:30
a.m./Murray-Calloway Chamber of
Commere Centre.
Calloway County Public Library Parents and Twos/9:30 a.m. and Story
Hour/10:30 a.m.

(1.1r«.
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Pier 1 Imports
is pleased to have
Heather Rose
bride-elect of
Jason Holland
join our
bridal registry.

Wednesday, July 23
Alcoholics Anonymous closed
meeting/11 a.m./American Legion
Building. Info/753-8136.
Oaks Country Club ladies' golf/9
a.m., bridge/9:30 a.m.
Murray Art Guild/open 10 a.m.-3 p.m.
Hazel Center/open 10 a.m.-2 p.m./for
senior citizens' activities.
Weaks Center/open 8 a.m.-4 p.m./for
senior citizens' activities. Pinochle
Club/1 p.m.
Senior Citizens' Golf League/8:30
a.m./Miller Memorial Golf Course.
South Pleasant Grove United
Methodist Church Administrative
Board/7 p.m.
St. Leo Catholic Church Fun &
Fellowship/8:30 a.m.; Teen Life/7 p.m.
Greater Hope Baptist Church Youth
Group/.5:30 p.m.; prayer service and
Bible Study/7 p.m.
Westside Baptist Church service/6
p.m.
Glendale Road Church of Christ Bible
classses/7 p.m.
Coldwater Church of Christ Bible
Study/7 p.m.
Dexter Baptist Church worship/6:30
p.m.
Grace Baptist Church Bible Studies/7
p.m.
Memorial Baptist Church Do Re Mi
Club/6:15 p.m.; group meetings and
prayer service/7 p.m.
Reading Room open/12 noon-3
p.m./Christian Science Church.
Elm Grove Baptist Church Bible
Study/7 p.m.
New Mt. Carmel Baptist Church
prayer service/7 p.m.
Coldwater Baptist Church prayer
service/7 p.m.
Emmanuel Baptist Church Bible
Study/7 p.m.
Christian and Missionary Alliance
Bible Study/7 p.m.
West Fork Baptist Church Children's
Music activities, Adult Bible Study/7
p.m.
First Presbyterian Church Choir
practice/6:30 p.m.
First United Methodist Church Covenant Prayer/10 a.m.; Jr. High
UMYF/5 p.m.; UMYF dinner/6:15 p.m.;
Genesis Study/6:30 p.m.; Sr. High
UMYF/6:45 p.m.; Chancel Choir/7:30
p.m.
First Baptist Church Library
open/6:15 p.m.; Children's Super
Summer Studies, Prime Time/6:30
p.m.; Prayer meeting/6:35 p.m.
West Kentucky Wrather Museum/
open 8:30 a.m.-4:15 p.m.
Curris Center Gallery, MSU/open 11
a.m.-10 p.m.
Eagle Gallery at FA Center, MSU/
open 8 a.m.-4 p.m.
National Scouting Museum/open 9
am.-4:30 p.m.

SPECIAL NEEDS
ADOPTION PROGRAM

1-800-432-9346

KIDS DON'T SEEM TO MIND
OUR SUMMER SCHOOL
Parents tell us ifs because they're having tun while learning the -Three C's"•
Confidence, Control, and Concentration At Martial Arts Amenca, our
Martial Ms Training teaches more than lust self defense It builds character,
self confidence. discipline, and helps your chid prepare for the challenges
theyll face the rest of their lives (Not to mention the next school year)
Don't let your kids spend another summer on the couch watching TV or playing
Nintendo. This summer, let us teach them something they can actually use in
real life. Call us today lo take advantage of our "Summer School Special"

SUMMER
SPECIAL!
Six Weeks only

$99.95
Includes uniform!

Offer Ends
July 31st

TAKE
ACTION
NOW!

Murray High School will have its annual Hot Dog Kick-Off for
football players, parents and fans on Friday, July 25, at 6 p.m. Hot
dogs, chips, cupcakes, and soft drinks will be served. This will be a
time to meet the coaches and players. Tickets for the Aug. 12th
Chicken Kick-Off will be on sale.

Hughes family reunion Saturday
The Bascum Hughes family reunion will be Saturday, July 26,
from 2 to 6 p.m. at Hazel Community Center. A potluck meal will
be served. All relatives and friends are invited. For more information
call Ella Tidwell, 753-5308.

Bazzell Cemetery plans meeting
Bazzell Cemetery, located near Coldwater, will have its annual
meeting on Saturday, July 26. The Rev. Harry Yates will speak at 11
a.m. Persons unable to attend may mail their donations to Willis
Sanders, 8224 St. Rt. 121 N., Murray, KY 42071.

Hicks Cemetery plans meeting
Hicks Cemetery, located off Highway 121 South, will have its annual meeting on Saturday, July 26, from 7 to 11 a.m. Persons unable
to attend may mail their donations to Owen Garrison or Gary Farris.

District 6 election Saturday
Calloway County Fire District No. 6 will have an election for two
trustees on Saturday, July 26, from 7 to 9 a.m. at Southwest Elementary School. This district includes Harris Grove and Hazel areas.

Food drive planned by church
A food drive by, the Church of Jesus Christ of Latter-day Saints
will be Saturday, July 26, in front of Wal-Mart. There will be collection points at both doors. This food will go to Need Line to help
with their service to persons having immediate medical needs.

Cub Scout Pack 57 plans sale
Cub Scout Pack 57 of Murray Elementary School, sponsored by
Murray Kiwanis Club, will have a yard and bake sale on Friday and
Saturday, July 25 and 26, from 6 a.m. to 1 p.m. at 1710 Audubon
Dr., Murray. _Coffee and lemonade will also be sold. The public is
urged to attend.

Birthday event on Saturday
A picnic will be held Saturday, July 26, for all former students of
Calloway County High School who have or will celebrate their 50th
birthday in 1997. If interested, call 753-7258 or 753-4816.

Lutherans plan special program
Immanuel Lutheran Church will host a special program featuring a
national travel team of Ongoing Ambassadors For Christ on Wednesday, July 23, at 7 p.m. This is a group of young people who take
part in evangelism training and serve churches in their home areas.
2 hour presentation
/
People of all ages will benefit from their 11
drama, pupexperiences,
witness
of
sharing
singing,
includes
which
pets, special song-time with small children and more. A freewill offering will be taken. The public is invited to attend.

Compassionate Friends will meet
Compassionate Friends' Support Group will meet Thursday, July
24, at 7:30 p.m. in the hospital board room of Murray-Calloway
County Hospital. This group is comprised of those who have lost an
infant, child, or young adult through accident, illness, sudden infant
death syndrome (SIDS), stillbirths or miscarriages. For more information call Director of Pastoral Care Mike Rumble at 762-1274 or
Coordinator of Compassionate Friends Hilda Bennett at 498-8324.

SS representative here Thursday
A representative from the Social Security office will be at Calloway Public Library on Thursday, July 24, from 10:30 a.m. to 12:30
p.m. The representative will be available to help with filing claims
and answering questions.

Investment Rates
TERMS

MINIMUM
CURRENT
INTEREST
RATE
ANNUAL
PERCENTAGE
YIELD

182-DAY
CERTIFICATE
OF DEPOSIT

12-MONTH
CERTIFICATE
OF DEPOSIT

24-MONTH
CERTIFICATE
OF DEPOSIT

30-MONTH
CERTIFICATE
OF DEPOSIT

500

500

500

500

4.50% 5.50%- 5.00% 5.10%

Full Day Educational
Preschool Program
Ages 0-5

4.55% 5.58% 5.06% 5.17%

INIUOMO!ffiIALTHNITEDWi

1111 Main, Murray, Kentucky 42071

502-759-9443. Member FDIC. Equal Housing Lender

Call For Openings

753-5227
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Police say man robbed
bank, gave money away

DEATHS
James Boyd Buchanan

Lindsey Rose Oliver

Private services for James Boyd Buchanan were conducted. J.H.
Churchill Funeral Home was in charge of arrangements.
Mr. Buchanan, 76, Bailey Road, Murray, died Saturday, July 19,
1997, at 7:40 p.m. at Murray-Calloway County Hospital.
He had retired as an engineer with the City of Murray Water Plant.
He served in the U.S. Army Air Corps during World War II achieving
the rank of staff sergeant, and was a German prisoner of war. He was
a member of Glendale Road Church of Christ, American Legion, and
Veterans of Foreign Wars.
Born Aug. 2, 1920, in Calloway County, he was the son of the late
John Buchanan and Bessie Hackett Buchanan.
Survivors include his wife, Mrs. Ora Jones Buchanan; two daughters, Mrs. Rebecca Johnson, Murray, and Ms. Jane Buchanan, Sellersburg, Ind.; one son, Jim Buchanan, Rantoul, Ill.; one brother, Robert
Buchanan, Metropolis, Ill.; five grandchildren, John David Buchanan,
Craig Buchanan, Matthew Johnson, David Badger and Ann Badger,
one great-grandchild, Taylor Sydney Buchanan.

Services for Lindsey Rose Oliver will be today at 5 p.m. in the
chapel of J.H. Churchill Funeral Home. The Rev. David Cunningham
will officiate.
Pallbearers will be Jerry Key, Reggie Key, Mitchell Moss and Jerry
Yarbrough. Burial will follow in Hicks Cemetery.
Friends may call at the funeral home after 4 p.m. today (Tuesday).
Infant Oliver, 12 weeks, Panther Drive, Murray, died Saturday, July
19, 1997, at 11 p.m. at her home.
Survivors include her parents, David L. and Debbie Oliver; grandparents, Hal and Shelby Hosford and James and Connie Stubblefield,
all of Murray, and Jimmy and Sue Oliver, Cadiz; great-grandparents,
Hubert and Irene Bell, Paducah, and Mrs. Flora Ford and Mrs. Elizabeth Hosford, Murray.

Mrs. Inez Brown Green
The funeral for Mrs. Inez Brown Green will be today at 2 p.m. in
the chapel of Miller Funeral Home of Murray. Gary Collier will officiate. Music will be by Billy Buchanan, soloist, and Mrs. Oneida
White, pianist.
Pallbearers will be Joe Green, Jerry Green, Glen Edwin Paschall,
Otis Brown, Junior Ray and Anton Scarbrough. Burial will follow in
Murray City Cemetery.
Mrs. Green, 75, 102 Gilbert St., Hazel, died Saturday, July 19,
1997, at 5 p.m. at her home.
A beauty operator, she had operated Inez's Beauty Shop. She was a
member of Paris, Tenn., Branch of RLDS Church and of a chapter of
the Order of the Eastern Star.
Her husband, William (Billy) Green, died Dec. 12, 1986. Also preceding her in death were three brothers, Rupert Brown, Hassell
Brown, and Lee Otis Brown. Born March 21, 1922, she was the
daughter of the late William E. Brown and Bertha E. West Brown.
Survivors include three sisters, Mrs. Louise Walker, Murray, Mrs.
Irene Green, Buchanan, Tenn., and Mrs. Delcie May Christenberry
and husband, C.B., Michigan; one brother, James Brown and wife,
Odell, Murray; several nieces and nephews.

Mrs. Catherine(Kay)R. Starks
Services for Mrs. Catherine (Kay) R. Starks were today at 10 a.m.
in the chapel of J.H. Churchill Funeral Home. Parker French
officiated.
Pallbearers were Steven Jenkins, James Jenkins, Lou Fulkerson and
Gary Gynette. Burial was in Almo Cemetery.
Expressions of sympathy may be made to Murray-Calloway County
Hospice, 803 Poplar St., Murray, KY 42071.
Mrs. Starks, 62, Center Street, Hazel, died Saturday, July 19, 1997,
at 4 a.m. at her home.
A member of Hazel Church of Christ, she had retired from Food
Services Department, Murray State University.
Two sisters, Mrs. Helen Jones and Mrs. Edna Trice, and one
brother, Tommy Jones, preceded her in death. She was the daughter of
the late Thomas Jones and Helen McIntosh Jones.
Survivors include her husband, Robert Starks; two daughters, Ms.
Chris Jenkins, Fort Lauderdale, Fla., and Mrs. Sherri Gynette and husband, Gary, Knoxville, Tenn.; two sons, Michael Jenkins and wife,
Joyce, Philadelphia, Pa., and James Jenkins and wife, Nanette, Hazel;
eight grandchildren.

Monsoon kills at least 24
NEW DELHI, India (AP) —
Annual monsoon rains were
blamed for at least 24 deaths in
India, a news agency reported today. Seventy others were missing
and feared dead after a bus was
swept away by a rain-swollen
river.
Fourteen people died before
dawn today when heavy rains
sent mud and rock sliding into
two villages in Kerala state's
Idukki district, about 1,100 miles
south of New Delhi, Press Trust
of India said, quoting police.
At least 10 children were killed
when the roof of the Al-Madrasa
Al-Maideen School collapsed in
heavy rain Monday night, Press
Trust said. Seventeen other children were injured. When the roof
fell, 57 children, ages 10 to 17,
were inside the school 50 miles
east of New Delhi.
All 70 passengers aboard the
bus were feared dead after was it
swept away today by the rain-

SUBSCRIBE

swollen Usri River in Bihar state
in northern India, Press Trust
said.

MARSHALL
REMANUFACTURED ENGINES
3 yr./50,000 rya warranty

Exchanged price:
350.GM 4-Bolt
2.8 GM
400 Ford
351 Ford Windsor

$999
$1019
$1079
$1059

Hawke& more dies available. AU
reanaosafactured so new condition.
Finasicisi available as Sow as
529 per month.

Ernest Thomas Lickliter
Funeral rites for Ernest Thomas Lickliter will be today at 2 p.m. in
the chapel of Blalock-Coleman Funeral Home. The Rev. Heyward
Roberts, Neal Lickliter and Bill Lickliter will officiate.
Burial rites will be Wednesday at 3 p.m. at the Hendrickson Cemetery, Davis Bend, Barbourville.
Mr. Lickliter, 85, College Farm Road, Murray, died Saturday, July
19, 1997, at 8 a.m. at West View Nursing Home, Murray.
He attended Scotts Grove Baptist Church.
Born Jan. 27, 1913, in Knox County, he was the son of the late
John Westerfield Lickliter and Lucinda Rhodes Lickliter. Three sisters, Mrs. Clara Hobbs, Mrs. Nora Webb and Mrs. Thelma Doty, all of
Hamilton, Ohio, and three brothers, Walter Lickliter and Johnny Licliter, Hamilton, Ohio, and Gene Lickliter, Canton, Ohio, preceded him
in death.
Survivors include his wife, Mrs. Martha Hendrickson Lickliter; one
daughter, Mrs. Lou Ann Philpot and husband, Lawrence, Murray;
three sons, Neale Raymond Lickliter and wife, Ruth, Matthews, N.C.,
Franklin Douglas Lickliter, New Port Richey, Fla., and William Paul
Lickliter and wife, Shelley, Milan, Tenn.; eight grandchildren, Timothy Philpot and wife, Ginger, Murray, Lisa Baldwin and husband,
Johnny, and Joel Lickliter and wife, Pamela, Matthews, N.C., Jeffrey
Lickliter and wife, Donna, Wake Forest, N.C., Elizabeth Wilde and
husband, Arthur, San Antonio, Texas, Jacob Lickliter, Gastonia, N.C.,
and Emily and Jonathan Lickliter, Milan, Tenn.; eight greatgrandchildren; one sister, Mrs. Eva Brown, Hamilton, Ohio; one
brother, Roy Lickliter, Fairfield, Ohio; 17 nieces and nephews.

$6.95
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Stock Market Report
Dow Jones Ind. Avg.......-14411 3I.19

' s,v

-539.00-40.00
537.541-34.00

Prices as
of 9 a.m.

U Energy ---......333/o Air Products-------....84 +
303/16 + 3/16
Kroger
13/16
+
351/16
A T &T
L G & E.----21"3/i6 + 1/16
s 11 Bell South ....... .469/16 +
82°/16 + "/16
Lucent Tech
Briggs & Stratton 509/16 +
\`'
+
Brigol Myers Squibb.-8113/16 • 23/16 Mattel ......
501/4 + 1/1
CBT Corp. Ky.'..22 B 24 A McDonalds
10414 - 1/2
35,/s + 3/16 Merck
Chrysler..
447/9 - 21/. Microsoft ...... 1383/4 + 2'3/16
Dean Foods
56,/s NC
63 + 111/14 J.C. Penney.
Exxon
397/s + I/1 Peoples First*-281/4 B 30 A
Ford Motor
General Electric -713/16 + 9/16 Quaker Oats...- 453/16 - 1/14
General Motors 563/4 + 3/4 Schering-Plough.......497/o + I
5713/16 + 3/4
453/16 + 3/16 Sears
Goodrich
631/16 NC Texaco...------1113/4 + 11/6
Goodyear.
B M.......... 1003/16 - Piro Time Warner......5111/16 - 1/16
289/16 + 'Is
UST
Ingersoll Rand .... 623/16 +
Wal-Mart..--.......3511/16
- 1/16
86s/s + is/i6
Intel.
'Hilliard Lyons is a market maker in this stock.
, NC - no change in price.
Hilliard Lyons
Cloud Square
Murray, KY 42071
(502) 753-3366

HOG MARKET
US 2-3 306-500 lba
Boars

ooNor

-s

sore41169•Assossu 446.sorrecalwo....,.

Funeral rites for Paul C. Jones were Monday at 11 a.m. in the
chapel of Filbeck & Cann Funeral Home, Benton. David Hendrickson
officiated. Burial was in Perry Cemetery.
Mr. Jones, 78, formerly of Aurora, died Saturday, July 19, 1997, at
9:22 p.m. at Manor House, Dover, Tenn.
He was a member of Fairdealing Church of Christ.
One sister, Mrs. Mary Arvis Jones Brewer, and one brother, Wilson
B. Jones, preceded him in death. He was the son of the late Harvey
Wilson Jones and Lucy Marie Hill Jones.
Survivors include one sister, Mrs. Farris Jones Mason, Mayfield;
four nephews; two great-nieces; five great-nephews.

Federal-Stale Market News Service July 22, 1997
Kentucky Purchase Area Hot Market Report Includes 2
Suying Stations Receipts: Act. 1% FaL 250 Barrows
Gus 5.25 lower Sows under 500 steady to 52.01 lower
over 5014 steady to 51.40 hitter
557.75-58.25
US 1-3 230-264 1%.US 1-3 215-230
-----553.75-56.75
US 3-4 260-200 lbs.$56.75-57.75
547.75-49.75
US 1-2 200-215 lbs.Sows
US 1-2 270-359 lbs..------540.0042.00
US 1-3 300-450 lbs541.00-42.00
US 1-3 450-525
US 1-3 525 and up

armed when he handed a bank
teller a note demanding money.
He walked out with an undisclosed sum, and soon had more
than 100 people flocking around
for a share of the loot.
"People had no idea where
this money was coming from,"
Burroughs said. "Some were asking him, 'Did you just win the
lottery?' He said, `No, I'm
rich."
Most of the money was recovered, but the FBI asked anyone
who received stolen bills to return them to the bank. Deyoe was
charged with suspicion of bank
robbery.

SEATTLE (AP) — Robin
Hood should be this bold.
David Deyoe, 39, was arrested
after he held up the Washington
Federal Savings Bank on Monday, walked outside and calmly
handed fistfuls of dollars to
passers-by, authorities said. •
"He just was handing it out as
fast as they would take it just before officers arrived," FBI
spokeswoman Roberta Burroughs
said. "When the officers had the
scene.in view, all they could see
was a crowd around this guy. He
just threw money and people
were grabbing it."
Authorities said Deyoe was un-

Paul C. Jones

At

HILLIARD
LYONS

Our Best Investment Is You.
91111011, W.L Lyons, Ine. • thsabor NYSE and UPC

SEARS

EARN
6.10%

MURRAY, KY.

Take

MONTHLY INTEREST
CHECKS NOW AVAILABLE!!!
TAX-DEFERRED ANNUITY
RATE GUARANTEED FOR
ONE YEAR.
EARLY SURRENDER
CHARGES APPLY.

FARM
BUREAU
Also Available As I.R.A.
wow%

D&W Auto Supply, Inc.
512 So 12th Street
Murray, KY
(502) 753-4563

753-4703
Bob
Cornelison

Help"
Opel"art

"Glad To

NOW KNOTH'S BAR•B-0 HAS
A BETTER DEAL FOR YOU!
Bar-B-Q
& Catfish
Buffet

TUESDAY, JULY 22, 1997

Hours:
11 a.m.,- 9 p.m.
Tues.-Sun
641 North
Murray
759-1712

$10.95

Bar-B-Q,
Catfish, Ribs
& More!

On all home appliances
and home electronics*
when you use your Sears Card

...even sale prices
;Come see us..
ackle
Rogers

Thursday, Friday & Saturday only!
Through 7/26/97

$8.95

Owned & Operated By: Opal Hart

Bel-Air Center Murray
PH: 753-2310
HRS: Mon.-Sat. 9-6
Sun. 12-5

Every Friday &
Saturday Night

Thursdays we're
stepping into the
50's.
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Applyt for a Sears Card and you also get 10% offr*
advertisement includes many reductions, special purchases and items at
our low regular prices Excludes outlet stores 'Excludes Bose products.
Rapid Credit requires maior bankcard and positive ID.
apply and use your Sears Card, take 10% oft your purchase
you
-When
during the event 7/24-7/26
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Daulton traded
by Phillies; is
Schilling next?

DO IT THIS WAY

•Daulton sent to Marlins;
Schilling fans 15 in what
could be last for Phillies

MARK YOUNG/Ledger & Times photo

Calloway County assistant coach Chris Bynum demonstrates proper techniques to Laker players on the first day of practice Monday evening
at the CCHS field. The Lakers depart for camp at Campbellsville Aug. 4 and open the 1997 season Aug. 29 at Graves County.

Yanks' Whiten
faces charge of
sexual assault
Officers were called about 4
a.m. Saturday to an area around
the Pfister Hotel, where the
Yankees stay. 1-he officers conducted an investigation, but "at
that time there was no allegation
of sexual assault," Lucas said.
"We developed information
that some incident did occur. It
wasn't until this morning when
we re-interviewed the alleged
victim that we developed enough
information to pursue a possible
charge of sexual assault," he said
Monday.
Whiten was contacted and he
voluntarily came to police headquarters Monday and "shortly
thereafter, he was placed under
arrest," Lucas said.
Whiten missed two games last
week to travel to Clearwater,
Fla., to be with his wife, Sheri,
when she delivered the couple's
second child, a boy.
"I'm concerned for Whiten,"
Yankees manager Joe Torre said
after a 7-3 win over the Brewers.

CO.
BETTER BUILT GARAGE
Owner, DWAIN WARREN

MELBER, KY. • (502) 674-5530
CHECK THESE
FEATURES:

Completely Erected, Including Concrete Floors,
Not Pre Fab Carpenter Built All Quality Materials

A. 4" concrete floor
reinforced with
like wish
• 12- footing
C. Poryurethan•
•
under concrete
0. Anchor bolts
In concrete
11. Treated
b0110f$1 pletee
F. it studs. le OC
0.
Mande,
underskling
N Masorete, wood or vinyl siding

—94
s
T

I
0

Sell-supporting 216
trusted rafters 2 ft
0C
J 'i" plywood
decking
K Seal down shingles
L Overhang covered
M Over'head steel
door
N. Steel service door
0 2i4 fascia
aluminum covered
• 2e10 herders
O Mel raised cuot

We offer you. FREE Estimates, References and Location of
Get •es In Your Ares and Written Warranty.

Deluxe ModIa
Vie CAR (1200)
2 CAR (1000)
LARGE 2 CAR (22422)
214 CAR (24.24)
LARGE 214 CAR (24130)

PLUS OFF LEVEL LOT

$3,525
54.325
$4,625
$4,825
$5,425

1.t• CAR (12420)
2 CAR (10120)
LARGE 2 CAR (22422)
2tia CAR (24.24)
LARGE 214 CAR (24430)

54.025
$4,725
$5,125
$5,225
$5,925

YOUR SATISFACTION IS OUR GOAL

By BEN WALKER
AP Baseball Writer
The fans at Veterans Stadium
in Philadelphia got their last look
at Darren Daulton in the Phillies
dugout, and gave him a standing
ovation.
Later Monday, after cheering
Curt Schilling's 15-strikeout performance, the crowd had good
reason to wonder whether it has
seen the last of the Philadelphia
ace.
Schilling, the subject of several
trade rumors, set an NL high for
strikeouts this season. But the
last-place Phillies lost 3-2 to the
Pittsburgh Pirates when rookie
Kevin Polcovich hit a tiebreaking
home run in the seventh inning.
"My goal is to win," said
Schilling, who increased his
league-leading strikeout total to
191. "Strikeouts didn't help me
win today. To strike out 15 and
lose doesn't mean that much."
Before the game, the Phillies
traded Daulton, who began playing for the Phillies in 1983, to
Florida for outfielder Billy
McMillon. The crowd of 19,303
booed when the trade was announced on the public-address
system, then cheered when Daulton emerged from the dugout.
In other NL games, San Diego
defeated Florida 10-2, Montreal • See Page 7

Alvarez strikes out
four in one inning
The Associated Press
When Wilson Alvarez became
the first Chicago White Sox
pitcher to strike out four batters
in an inning, he had something
else on his mind.
"I don't think about that," Alvarez said after becoming the
28th pitcher in modern major
league history with four strikeouts in an inning. "But I like to
be in the history book when the
White Sox win."
In the seventh inning, Tony
Clark was first up for Detroit —

asked for a charge of seconddegree sexual assault.

By JODIE DeJONGE
Associated Press Writer
MILWAUKEE (AP) — New
York Yankees outfielder Mark
Whiten is out of jail on a S10,000
bond after being arrested for allegedly sexually assaulting a
31-year-old woman.
Whiten admitted having "consensual sexual relations with the
woman," an unidentified police
source told the Milwaukee Journal Sentinel in a story for today's
editions.
The police source also told the
newspaper the woman has credibility problems, and there are
questions about her mental
stability.
Whiten, 30, was arrested Monday afternoon, the final day of
the Yankees' four-day trip to
Milwaukee. He was released on
$10,000 bond, according to his
attorney, Steve Glynn.
The district attorney's office
planned to review the case today
and decide whether to file a criminal charge after meeting with
Whiten, said Sgt. Earnell Lucas,
a department spokesman. Police

slammed Colorado 8-4, St. Louis
downed San Francisco 7-2, Atlanta beat Los Angeles 5-4 in 10
innings and New York defeated
Cincinnati 5-3.
Schilling (11-9) needed only
eight innings to set a career high
for strikeouts. He leads the NL
with 191.
Schilling fanned one more than
both Pedro Martinez and Jeff Juden of Montreal this season. The
major league high this year is 19
by Seattle's Randy Johnson, who
lost to Oakland 4-1 that night.
The game was tied at 2 in the
seventh when Pittsburgh's Keith
Osik reached third with one out.
The Pirates put on a suicidesqueeze play, but Polcovich could
not reach an outside pitch and
Osik was tagged out.
Two pitches later, Polcovich
kit his second home run.
"When you get a semipitchout with Schilling throwing
97 mph, it's tough to get a bat on
it," Polcovich said. "I just continued to battle up there and ...
ended up getting a pitch I could
put the bat head on."
Al Martin hit a two-run homer
in the sixth for Pittsburgh.
Padres 10, Marlins 2
Wally Joyner and his San
Diego teammates teed off at Florida, getting 15 hits until Marlins
outfielder John Cangelosi took
over to pitch a scoreless ninth
inning.

Chicago's Frank Thomas hit a
two-run homer and raised his
average to .375 Monday.

and the first to strike out. When
Phil Nevin fanned on a wild
pitch, he reached first base
safely. But Alvarez (9-7) then
struck out Melvin Nieves and Orlando Miller to end the inning.
"We didn't swing at many
strikes, and when you don't make
the pitcher throw strikes, he
doesn't have to," Detroit manager Buddy Bell said. "Wilson
picked up early on the trend that
we weren't swinging at strikes."
Alvarez worked 7 1-3 innings,
striking out nine and giving up
three hits in Chicago's 3-0 win
over the Tigers.
In other American League
games, Boston defeated Cleve• See Page 7

Cowboys'Smith at full stride
Injuries big part of
Dallas' slide to 10-6
By DENNE H. FREEMAN
AP Sports Writer
AUSTIN, Texas (AP) — Emmitt Smith, playing with a
jammed neck, a bad ankle and a
sprained knee, still managed
1,204 yards and 12 touchdowns
last season.
Yet Smith was blamed by
some for the Dallas Cowboys'
4rop to 24th in the NFL in often4Five
production.
It's enough to make Smith

Season in which his injuries,
wonder what he must do to
teamed with those to the offenplease his critics.
"Many people would say they *sive line, now-retired tight end
Jay Novacek and Eric Bjornson,
had a successful season if they
grounded the high-flying offense.
produced what I did after what I
"It was a long, hard year,"
had to go through," Smith said.
"Besides being hurt, I had the said Smith, who underwent
mental strain of all my frustra- surgery in January for removal of
bone spurs from his right ankle.
tions. I think I had a hell of a
season considering what hap- "But this one is going to be
pened. But some people wanted different."
Coach Barry Switzer agrees.
to rip me and rip the team."
"Emmiu is quick and that's
Smith hurt from his ankle to
what we missed last year when
the top of his head, which he
landed on in the season opener he was injured," Switzer said.
"He was a half-step slow to the
against the Chicago Bears.
His lips tightened as he explained the pain of last year's lost • See Page 7

GOLFMART
ei wietfittu,
Mon-Sat 10-6
615 S. 12th
Southside Shopping Center
759-5711

Enwitt Smith

Wherever you go
go on Cooper tires!
* American-Made ... Quality You Can Trust!
OPEN
Mon -Fri
7-5
Sat 7-Noon

(Correction of ad from Thurs., July 17)

*

WAREHOUSE TIRE
400 Industrial Rd. • Murray • 753-1111

**
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FROM PAGE 6
Joyner went 3-for-4 with two
walks, scored twice and stole two
bases. Needing a home run to
complete the cycle, he flied out
against Cangelosi.
Cangelosi became the first position player to pitch for the Marlins, and allowed just a walk. He
also pitched for Pittsburgh in
1988 and Houston in 1995, and
has given up only one hit in four
shutout innings.
Tony Gwynn ended his longest
hitless drought of the season at
11 at-bats with an RBI single. He
went 2-for-17 in the four-game
series, leaving him at .385.
Expos 8, Rockies 4
Henry Rodriguez broke a
7-for-76 slump in a big way, hitting a grand slam with two outs
in the bottom of the ninth inning
at Olympic Stadium.
Rodriguez was 0-for-4 in the
game and hitless in his last 13 atbats when he hit a 1-2 pitch from
Darren Holmes (3-2) barely inside the right-field foul pole.
Rodriguez has 19 home runs,
two of them slams. Montreal
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Members of the Murray High School girls' varsity cheerleading
squad for the 1997-98 school year are (front, from left) Laura Lee
Hoover, Meg Farrell, Jessie Radke, Suzanne Chandler, Jenny Colson,
Wendy Logan, Ashleigh Boles and Aubri Stroud. Boys' varsity squad
members are (back, from left) Lacey Cavitt, Jennifer Delancey, Jearlyn Martin, Lane Dennison, Jennifer King, Kim Howard and Morgan
Blankenship. Not pictured is Stacey Steely. Cindy Thompson Is the
head coach and VIkkl Crider is the assistant sponsor.

MHS cheerleaders attend camp at UTM
Members of the Murray High girls and boys' varsity cheerleading squads
attended National Cheerleaders Camp at the University of Tennessee at Martin June 16-18.
Members of the girls' varsity include Suzanne Chandler (captain), Jessie
Radke, Ashleigh Boles, Aubri Stroud, Meg Farrell, Laura Lee Hoover, Wendy
Logan and Jenny Colson. Members of the boys' varsity include Morgan
Blankenship (captain), Kim Howard (captain), Lacey Cavitt, Jennifer Delancey, Jennifer King, Jearlyn Martin, Lane Dennison and Stacey Steely. The
girls were accompanied by head coach Cindy Thompson.
While at camp the boys' varsity earned all superior ribbons. The girls' varsity earned superiors and one red ribbon. The two combined squads received
a superior for their home cheer. The superior ribbon is awarded to a team that
displays strong technique, leads the crowd well and performs with no noticeable mistakes. A red ribbon is awarded to a team that displays good technique but had one small mistake. Both squads received spirit sticks every day
of camp. The spirit sticks are presented to the squads showing the most sincere spirit and enthusiasm for the day while taking into account attitude during classes, promptness, cooperation, relationships with other squads and
leadership. The Herkie TEAM. Award, given to squads that show true work
visible to other squads and to the NCA staff, was awarded to the boys'
varsity.
Morgan Blankenship, Kim Howard, Jearlyn Martin and Jennifer King were
All-American nominees, selected by the NCA instructors for displaying superior cheerleading techniques in the following areas: jumps, tumbling, stunting,
crowd skills, motion technique, leadership and dance.

stopped a three-game losing
streak and sent Colorado to its
16th loss in 18 games.
Mets 5, Reds 3
Carl Everett hit two home runs

The Murray Heat fell to Paducah in the Continental Amateur Baseball Association (CABA) state tournament finals Sunday at the old Murray City Park.
Murray defeated Paducah 12-1 in Sunday's first game but Paducah took
the second game 9-3 to win the double-elimination tournament. Paducah now
advances ti the CABA World Series in Crystal Lake, III., Aug. 3-12.

MHS Kick-off on Friday
Murray High School will have its annual Hot Dog Kick-Off for football players, parents and fans on Friday, July 25, at 6 p.m. Hot dogs, chips, cupcakes,
and soft drinks will be served. This will be a time to meet the coaches and
players. Tickets for the Aug. 12th Chicken Kick-Off will be on sale.

Henson wins Oaks Men's Invitational
Brian Henson was the overall winner at the Oaks Country Club Men's Invitational this past weekend. Henson fired a two-day total of 134 to beat William
Snodgrass by six strokes.
Finishing out the championship flight were Roy Cothran, Don Cothran and
Danny Ham, all of whom finished at 141. The field included 185 players.
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•Smith...
FROM PAGE 6
hole sometimes because of his injuries, but you have to admire
him for wanting to play."
Quarterback Troy Aikman said
Smith has been impressive so far
in camp.
"Emmitt is working hard, and
as far as I'm concerned he looks
as good as he's ever looked,"
Aikman said.
That may have something to do
with his new hairdo. Smith pulled
off his hat to reveal a shaved
head, his good luck symbol for

at Shea Stadium, leading New
York to its fifth straight win. The
Mets moved within one-half
game of Florida for the NL wildcard spot, but now begin an
11-game road trip to the West
Coast and Houston.
Everett hit a 449-foot shot in
the second inning and a two-run
drive in the eighth that broke a
3-3 tie. It was his fourth career
multihomer game, including two
this season against Cincinnati.
The Mets won despite getting
only four hits. Jon Nunnally
homered for the Reds, who lost
their fourth in a row.
Braves 5, Dodgers 4
Jeff Blauser singled home the
winning run with two outs in the
bottom of the 10th at Atlanta.
The Braves went 6-6 on their
longest homestand of the season.
Blauser's single came one batter after Rafael Belliard was
thrown out at the plate trying to
score on Mike Mordecai's grounder to third baseman Todd Zeile.
Tom Glavine pitched six innings before leaving with a
slightly sprained right hamstring,
but said he does not expect to
miss a start for the Braves.
Raul Mondesi and Eric Karros
homered for Los Angeles and
Fred McGriff connected for
Atlanta.

•Alvarez...

Heat falls in CABA state tournament

the new season.
"It's all part of my new attitude," Smith said. "I'm ready
for boot camp.'I'm ready for the
best season I've ever had."
That would take some doing.
In 1995, Smith rushed for 1,773
yards and scored 25 touchdowns.
In seven years, he has won four
NFL rushing titles and amassed
10,160 yards and a Super Bowl
MVP award.
"My physical strength is as
good as it has ever been, and my
body fat is down," said Smith,
who has never been known as a
weight-lifting fiend.

I SCOREBOARD

c
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The Insurance Center
of Murray
BUSINESS • HOME • CAR • HEALTH • LIFE
'Your more than one company agency."
David King

901 Sycamore

MAJOR LEAGUES
America. Lague
All Tana CDT
Ear Dalai..
W
I. Pa CAS
Raillersore
59 37
615 —
New Yak
56 41
577 3'A
Tomb
45 49
479 13
Denal
45 52
464 14'A
Rosen
45 53
459 15
Centre Mabee
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I. Pet. OS
Capreland
51
41
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Chicago
50 47
515 34
lAilwaukee
45 49
479 7
Mame
44 52
458 9
Kansas City
38 55
409 13A
Weal Dislebe
W
I. Pet. GO
Salle
55 43 .561 —
Menem
54 43
557
A
Texas
47 50
465 7'A
Oakland
40 60
400 16
Illereday's Renee
Chicago Web Sox 3, Detroit 0
Boston 3, Clevetand 1
N.Y. Yankees 7. Meseukee 3
Ramona 5, Texas 1
Only garret schedubd
Tueodey*. Goma
Oakland (Keay 3-9) at Bobs(Sete 104), 606
pitt
Chicago Whits Sox (Darien 4-7) al Detroit
(Moab/ 6-8), 806 p.m.
Sesta (Fawns 8-5) al Clerseland (Meshiser
9-5). 605 p.m.
Anaheim (Springer 5-3) at N.Y. Yankees (Cone
10.4). 636 pm.
kilistaulia (Eldred 9-9) at Toronto (Honlgen 9-7),
635 p.m.
Kansas Cie (Romeo 7-6) ai ilionesote (Robertson 7-7). 7:05 p.m
Belmont (Enclieon 11-5) at Texas(Burka 7-8),
735 pm.

753-8355

LaseSe
Eat Olviaiee
W
I. Pet.
Adana
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8356
56 41
Fiona
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5642 571
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Pittsburgh 3, Philadelpha 2
Atlanta 5. toe Angeles 4. 10 Innings
San Diego 10. Fbreda 2
NY Mats 5. emanate 3
Lease S. Colorado 4
St Loos 7, Sin F flifiCISCO 2
Only game scheduled
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32A
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Tuesday's Genes
Atlanta Meaux 13-3 and Nagle 13-21 at China Cate (Canzakm 7-2 and Mulholland 6-91. 2.
noon
Colorado (56411 4-3) at Monroe (Perez 9-61
635 p.m.
Florida IA Liles 54) at Ciro:meat (Ss** 8-10).
635 p.m.
Hawks (14ension 6-7) al Si Louis (An Base
6-4). 705 p.m
N.Y. Mae (Clerk 7-6) at toe Angeles (Candice
5-3), 906 p.m
Pittaunah (Coreara 6-6) at San Diego (Hamilton
8-3). 9-05 p.m
Peladelphla (Reach 0-5) at San Francisco (Gardner 104), 906 On.
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SIZZLING
SUMMER
CLOSE-OUT
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land 3-1, New York downed Milwaukee 7-3 and Baltimore
stopped Texas 5-1.
"Wilson's pitched outstanding
for us I don't know how long
now. It's been a lot," White Sox
manager Terry Bevington said.
"He had an excellent changeup.
It was probably his best pitch besides his fastball."
Alvarez, who has won six of
his last seven decisions, usually
rates his changeup as his thirdbest pitch, but he relied on it
against the Tigers.
"In the first inning, I threw a
couple right where I wanted and
said, 'Oh boy, that's going to be
my pitch tonight.," Alvarez said.
Roberto Hernandez pitched the
ninth for his 25th save. He struck
out three and worked around two
infield errors.
Frank Thomas, who ended a
1-for-13 slump with four hits
Sunday at Baltimore, hit a tworun homer off Justin Thompson
(8-7) in the first inning. Thomas
was 2-for-3 to raise his American
League-leading average to .375.
Yankees 7, Brewers 3
In Milwaukee, Andy Pettitte
picked off two batters to run his
league-leading total to 11 as he
won his fourth straight decision.
Pettitte (12-5), who gave up
three runs and nine hits in 6 2-3
innings, has not lost since June
21 at Cleveland. Loser Bryce
Rorie (1-2) made his first major
league career start after 134 relief
appearances, pitching five
innings.
New York took a 3-0 lead in
the first inning with the aid of
two errors, three stolen bases and
a hit batter, then added a run in
the second on Pat Kelly's RBI
double.

List '20 905

97 DODGE CARAVAN
V6-automatic, air cond,7 passenger, tilt, cruise, power locks,
r. defroster, AM/FM cassette, luggage rack, driver side sliding
door & more.

$17,999

97 GRAND CARAVAN SE

List '24,965

IL V6, automatic, air coml., 7 passenger, tilt, cruise, power
windows/locks, keylesg entry, illtIrminated entry, cast aluminum wheels, r. defroster, luggage rack, driver side sliding
door, AM/FM cassette.

$21,699
List '13,233

97 PLYMOUTH NEON 4DR
2.04,automatic, air cond., r. defroster, power steering, power
brakes, tint glass, AM/FM stereo & more.

$10,999
List $16,825

97 PLYMOUTH BREEZE 4DR
2.0 L 4, automatic, air cond., power steeling, power brakes,
folding rear seat, tilt, cruise, AM/FM cassette, deep tinted
windows.

$13,999
List $18,355

97 DODGE STRATUS 4DR
2.4 L 4, automatic, air cond., tint glass, power windows/locks,
personal security group, till, cruise, premium AM/FM cassette, folding rear seat, heated mirrors & more.

s15,599

97 CHRYSLER CIRRUS 4DR

List '20,325

2.5 V6, automatic, air cond.,tint glass, power windows/locks,
power drivers seat, cast aluminum wheels, gold package,
folding rear seat,console with armrest,tilt, cruise, r. defroster,

Le

7

TUESDAY, JULY 22. 1997

AM/FM cassette.

.12 AMERICAN
CA$H ADVANCE

'117,499

97 DODGE INTREPID 4 DR

List $2O,415

GRAN
D
OPEN
ING
Personal Check Advance

3.3 V6, automatic, air cond., tint glass, 50/50 split bench, tilt,
cruise, power windows/locks, AM/FM cassette & more.

$17,999

96 EAGLE VISION TSI SPORT SEDAN

List '24,950

If you have an active checking account we will give
you cash for your check today and deposit in 12
days or your next payday!

High performance 3.5 V6, auto stick, performance suspension, bucket seats, auto-temp air cond., premium AM/FM-CD
cassette with equalizer, chrome alloy wheels, power windows/locks, keyless entry, illuminated entry, power seats
(both), security alarm & lots more.

$19,999

96 CHRYSLER SEBRING JX CONVERTIBLE

List '22 800

2.4 L, automatic, air cond., tint glass, tilt, cruise, power
windows/locks, keyless entry. AM/FM cassette/CD with
equalizer, aluminum wheels, touring group power drivers
seat, heated mirrors, power trunk release and lots more.

$19,999

Our Service is Quick, Easy & Confidential

WE WILL TURN NO *ONE AWAY
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Social Security
Customers Welcome
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Cain's

Olympic Plaza
Murray

CHRYSLER•PLYMOUTH•DOOGE•JEEP•EAGLE

*A1

7••••••••••••, HWY. 641 N. • MURRAY, KY • (502) 753-6448

753-1020

PRICES 0000 OU. 7 31 47
NO EXCEPTIONS
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MURRAY LEDGER & TIMES

Ledger,Times
10YR o
broke,
ter 5pn

Classified

1988 M
trailer,

• TUESDAY, JULY 22, 1997 •
1

r--nso

020

VCR
Microwave
Repair
All Brands

Ward Elkins

MISSING from Lynn
Grove area- black Lab
weighs about 751bs male
with a bright red collar and
rabies tag Call Brandon
Rodgers at 753-2043 if
found

753-1713
ALTERATIONS Ruth's
See & Sew 753-6981
FREE Pregnancy Tests
i-Jfehouse 753-0700

ACTIVE 40yr old quadriplegic needs live-in ass*
HOUSE of Clothes Open tant Most enjoy travel &
Mon Sat, 9 to 5 Sun Ito 5 pets References required
Salary negotiable Phone
Nice consignment clothing
502 395 5432 leave
$1 00 Buys mens wo
mens childrens leans, message
sweaters sweat shirts, APPLY in person at Dutch
dresses 011 Kirksey Hwy Essenhaus, 121 ByPass
left on 464 5 miles Call 753-2334
489-2243 or 753-6981
AVON $8-$18/hr, No door
LiFE without the pan of to door, Quick Cash, Fun &
Fibromyalgia For tree cas- Relaxing 1-800-826-4916
sette call toll tree ind/sIs/rep
888 881-8577

1997 MEDICARE
INFORMATION
Medicare supplement
ITISUrattOe HI now

standanzed in 10
plans and we Write
all 10
The part A deductible
you, or your
insurance,
must pay has been
increased to $760 in
1997
For more information
call:
McCONNELL
INSURANCE
AGENCY
753-4199
or nationwide
I-800-455-4199
'our 35th year of service'

AVON sales $8-$18/hr No
Easy
door to door
methods' Quick Cash''Bonuses• 1-800-827-4640
ind/sis/rep

POSTAL
JOBS
S12.68/hr to start,
plus benefits. Carriers, sorters, comtrainees,
puter
maintenance. Call
today for an application & information.8 a.m.-8p.m.7
1-800-267days
5715. ext. 50.
CHILD CARE TEACHERS
needed Full time preschool and part time/ substitute positions Also sub
pool for local centers offers
more hours with flexible
scheduling Must be 18
Most be able to work full
day shift Call Tonya at
PLAY Academy 762-0090

Your Ad
Could
Be Here!

7534728

& Hostas
Water Garden, Landscaping it Mulch

BETHEL GARDENS
Gift plant with purchase
Open Tu., Sat 10 a in 5 p in
94 East 2 miles to Van Cleve Rd.
left & follow signs.
753-2993
•
•

BEST PRICES
"NO IF'S, ANDS OR BUTS"
OUR CARPET PRICES START
AT:
*Residential Plush .230 psf
*Berber .33¢ psf ($2.99 psyl
*Sculptured .44¢ psf
*Super Nice Heavy Plush .670 psf
*Great Stain Resistant Trackless
Carpet .77¢ psf
*Commercial From .28¢ psf
*Auto Boat .23¢ psf
Grass .44¢ psf
*Ceramic Tile .99¢ Starters
*1st Quality Wood From $2.89 psf
*Laminate Flooring Available
Trust Mark Carpet with Monsanto
Stain Blocker Track-less Style:
Height Of Fashion '1.11 per sq. ft.
w/FREE PAD.
What
We Advertise Subjected
We have
, To Present Stock. Come Early For Best
Selection.
i
i
Hwy 641
112 mi S
hard, KY
901 498-8161

YOUR
AD
COULD
BE
HERE
CALL
753-1916
YOU'RE Hired- Start Same
Dayl Dancers wanted for
increased summer resort
season Ex-employees or
new, all welcome Our
dancers take home over
$1.000a week Doll House
Sports Cate, Pans TN Call
901-642-4297 or stop by
070

COLORTYME now hiring
Accts Mgr Must be enthusiastic and self motivated,
competitive wages EOE
No phone calls Apply at
408, N 12th St. Murray

CPA/ Growing CPA firm will
interview bright, energetic
and ambitious CPA. Steven
G Sacora, CPA, PFS/CFP,
319 Sacora Lane, Sedalia,
BILLING/ KY 42079
CX)LLECT1ONSposition available at local
DETECTIVE PRIVATE Inbusiness Health, dental,
vestigator Trainees Good
401-K vacation, and sick
Wages 502-329-0457
pay benefits Hours MonFn 8-5 Please mail re- EXPERIENCED Telemarksume. with salary history, to eter for home improvement
PO Box 1040-H, Murray
company Excellent pay &
KY 42071
work at home Call
502-436-5499 The WinCABLE TV company is
dow Doctor
seeking an energetic, hard
working individual to fill an HOUSEKEEPER wanted
installation/ service techni- 2-3 days a week for thor040
cian position Electrical or ough cleaning and some
Roommate
electronic background a laundry Call 753-9240
Wanted
plus Requires valid drivers
IN response to existing and
---EMALE looking for 2 license and good driving anticipated employment
climb
to
Ability
record
roommates to share a furnopportunities, applications
ished 3br house Walking poles required Responsiare now being accepted for
distance to MSU $2004-no bilities include overall tech- production operator posinician aspects of system
deposit 762-0260
tions for our Mattel! Murray
operation and maintefacility on the following
stand-by
Perform
.nance
00am,
duty as assigned We offer shifts, 4:30pm-3
competitive salary/ benefit Tues- Fn (10 hour shift),
package Drug test re- 6 00arn-6 00pm, Sat, Sun.
shift),
quired of successful applic- Mon (11 5 hour
ant Send resume to 6 00prn-6 00am, Sat, Sun.
shift). Noon
P0 Box 1040 K. Murray, Mon (11 5 hour
to Midnight, 2-3-2 Schedule
KY 42071 E0E/lvt/FN'D
(11 5 hour shift), Midnight
to Noon 2-3-2 Schedule
(11 5 hour shift) Starting
pay rate is $6 39/ hour with
4 n
a top rate of $9 11/ hour
after 24 months Individuals
CARPET & FLOOR COVERINGy-would be full benefits eligiDoc't cheat YOURSELF when buying carpet *thoi1 proper
ble after a 90 day probaas
op(
not
will
covering
floor
other
installation, your carpet a
tionary period If you've got
long
as
last
root
will
beautiful and certainly
what it takes to work with
SP 1St ouairry carpet, vinyt tio and Isarth000d
114
the world's best toymakers,
please contact Murray EmWE STAND BEHIND OUR WORK
ployment Agency, 201 S
JIM Knight
30 Years Ela•n•nC. Tem Testa Rd Murray
12th Street, Murray, KY
Jay Knight
•
42071 502-759-2150
Knichrs
Mith Knight
to
Murray
of
Hwy . 641 - 1 1/2 Miles South
MACHINIST Marine/ Ship4110 KY
Tom Taylor Road Right 1500 yards
yard background preferred
Excellent benefits & work
ing conditions Apply in person. Walker Boat Yard
4040 Clarks River Road
Paducah KY 9am 4pm
End of Season Sale on
EEO MiF

DAYLILIES

Apartments
For Rent

Mobile
Home Lots For Sale

BIG Apple Cafe, Puryear,
TN now hiring kitchen help
Full or part-time Apply in
person 901-247-5798

et
,„v-10•t
r
Acmss from
Governors Mall,
/
behind Wendy.
Clarkivtlk
615-552-8787 =

HALEY
Haley,
759-42

20
Lost
And Found

Notice

5 1 AC
753-75

OTR Drivers Must have
2yrs current experience
901-247 5856
PART-time position. experience preferred, but will
train Must be honest, dependable and neat in appearance Provide references Apply in person
USA Union 76, 811 Sycamore No phone calls
please
PART time Production Assistant wanted Must be responsible able to work,
flexible hours and have
computer knowledge
EOE Send resume to PO
Box 1040 C Murray. KY
42071
PLUMBERS & electricians
Up to $10 50/hr with bene
fits Apply in person, Mid
America Homes. Hwy 641
Bypass Benton Equal Op
portunity Employer
POSTAL Jobs 3 positions
available No experience
necessary For information
call 1 818 764 9023 Ext
7196
PSYCHOLOGICAL exa
miner Immediate position
Tennessee license a must
901 782 3527
SIRLOIN Stockade Now
hiring asst manager
Apply in person anytime
TINY Hearts School is
seeking a part time teacher
for their infant to toddler
class Applicants must be
at toast 18yrs of age have a
high school diploma or
GED preferrably with ex
penance in childcare Inter
ested persons call
502 753 4181 Mon Fri

Domestic
& Childcare
CLEANING is my business
Home or office Call Linda,
759.9553
HOUSE cleaning & com
mercial cleaning Call Lon
474-8340
HOUSE & office cleaning
Fast, efficient & reasonable
Phone
(502)753-6199
NEED a little help around
the hou5e7 Call mel
489-2056 Free estimates
NOW taking tall enrollment
Limited slots available for
infant/ toddler and multiage
preschool classes 2 Day. 3
day, '6 day, morning or
afternoon, drop-in & full
time options Center
licensed for 20 children, 4
full time staff PLAY
Academy, 115 So 13th
762-0090
WILL stay with elderly part
time 753-9649 Domestic
work inc

2 HOME computers (1)
1997 top of 0:to line Cybermax (IBM) tO RAM (1)
1992 286 IBM 753-7787,
after 6pm
IBM 286 Compatible, color
monitor. HD, mouse
modem, & programs, $150
Dot Matrix printer $50
502-354-9150

Want
To Buy

ALMOST new Nordic Rider
& leather swivel recliners
Consider best offer Call
759-1159
CARD & book racks
$50/ea 6 4ft metal store
shelving $20/ea 4X8 peg
boards $8/ea 12ft butcher
bloc*, top counter, $150
Queen size bed with mattress & dresser with mirror,
$100 489-2443

14 WIDE mobile home & lo
for sale Out in country
Serious inquires only Cal
474-8056

FOR sale, 200 amp service
box, complete with weather
head Call 753-4258

1979 HOLIDAY 14X70 3br,
$3600 753 1142 leave
message

LEER camper top for short
wheel base Red with factory tinted sliding glass winCall
dows $1,000
474-8340 after 5 30pm
MATTRESSES Smith
Mattress Factory
502-851-3160
MOTORCYCLE helmets,
steel toe work boots, army
pants & camping supplies
Jerry's Sporting Goods,
Mayfield
RED 1993 JOG moped
Goad condition. 753-6564
RIDING mowers, push
mowers Money back guarantee 753-8292
ROUND hay bales for sale
each
$20
5x5.
502-345-2501
SEE us for your barn or roof
metal Cut to length Covers 36 inches many colors
Economy Metal & Supply
Cc 489-2722
STRAW for sale $175/
bale 489-2436, if no answer leave message
SWEET Corn' $1 20 per
dozen. We pick. Place orders now. 498-8546 or
901-247-3954
SWEET corn $1 25 dozen
492 8890
WINCHESTER XPERT,
over and under Model 96,
12 gauge Shoots 2% & 3
inch magnum shells, full &
modified Excellent condition, $500. 474-8704 after
5pm.
155
Appliances
25CU ft Kenmore side by
side refrig , excellent condition almond color, $650
(negotiable) 753-5584
SEARS Kenmore side by
side refrigerator freezer,
1995 model with icemaker,
beige color, $500 Call
615-589-5437

1 ACRE mobile home lo
close to town 753-4915
ANTIQUES by the piece or
collections 753-9433 day
or night
ANTIQUES- piece or es
tates Call Larry Elkins
492-8646 or 753-1418
CASH paid for good used
rifles shotguns, and pis
tols Benson Sporting
Goods 519 S 12th
Murray
CLAW foot
753-4981

bathtub

GOOD used pool table
436-5224
WANTED! HOUSES FOR
SALE: Looking for houses
for sale in the Calloway
County area which consist
of at least 2300 square feet,
3 bedrooms 2 5 baths and
a two car garage The
houses for sale must be for
sale without regard to race.
color religion, sex, or national origin If you have a
house for sale, you may
contact WR Reed.
898 2431 extension 262 or

QUEEN size bed, mattress
& box springs & dresser
$200 753-9691
180
Lawn &
Garden
CLAY Pots large & small
plain & decorative straw
berry pots, clay window
foxes, azalea pots, concrete planters bed baths &
more Coast to Coast Hardware. Central Shopping
Center
STEPPING Stones landscape retaining wall blocks
patio stones Assorted
saes and colors Also potting soil top soil peat &
cow manure Play sand
mulch & spagnum peat
available Coast to Coast
Hardware, Central Shopping Center
TORO Wheel Horse 244
H lawn tractor, excellent
condition
$2,000
474 2485 after 7pm

800-338-4283
WANTED Riding mowers
that need work 436-2867
WANT to buy land with well/
septic or city water/ sewer
suitable for manufactured
home 753-3869

36 CAL flintlock, carved
stock working condition
$350 759-4281
GUNS buy, sell
436-5650

152 CU ft upright deep
freeze $350 Desk $50
VCR cabinet, $25 Antique
childs desk & chair
759-5708
2 VIDEO players $20/ea
VCR color Iv stereo re
ceiver rowing machine ex
wcycle Weedeater micro$40 e a
wave
502 354 9150
48FT storage trailer for
sale $1,100 Can be seen
at Key Auto Parts or call
753 5500
ADJUSTABLE beds as
seen on N.
price Call
753-9240

1 ACRE mobile home lo
Financing available Ca I
767-9435 after 5,
742-4435

OLDER upright piano Ex
cellent condition Make of
tar 753-4487 753 2769

2BR Duplex in Northwood,
$400irno 759-4406
2BR duplex, 1 bath, at 113
So 13th St, $385/mo.
Available July 16
753-6001

5BR 1 full bath, 2 half
baths gas heat 753-9826
LAKE front cabin Cypress
Springs area. Utilities included $45 day, $300 wk,
$600 mo 502-436-5099
NEAR campus Absolutely
No Pets1 Call 753-5980,
8am-5pm, 753 1203 anytime

AKC Golden Retriever puppies, $150 Ready on 7/22
Local dogs Order now i Call
753-9295
AKC registered Sharpei
puppies, 7wks old
$250-$300 901-584-9072
COCKER Spaniel Puppies
AKC registered Males and
Females. Colors: black,
black & white, party, chocolate, red, blonde_ Phone
502-753-5113 weekdays
after 7 p.m., weekends,
anytime

GE1111SOLD

4

FOR
Woode
from K
ture It
apprx 1
ray, $4
divide
only pli
after
messa
VERY
in Pa
436-20

LOTSI
Don, pr
lifestyk
Contac
753-99
PM

96 AC
comm
Murr,
502-43
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Mobile Home Park At The Lake:

2BR traitor No pets ReferCall
ences needed
753-9866

641 Storage
All Sizes
A%ailable
753-5585
2 OFFICE or retail spaces
available in downtown
area Contact Tony at
753 2552
FOR rent July 1st, street
front office building, downtown 100 N 5th Newly remodeled, electric, water, &
parking space furnished 2
Otfices, storage room, reception area, bathroom,
$450/mo 759-4727
OFFICE space for lease
Walnut Plaza, 104 N 5th St
753-8302 or 753-9621
OFFICE space on court
square from $95-$150/mo
Utilities included
753 4451, ask for Greg
OFFICE space available
Aug 1st 500-A Maple St
753-8964
SMALL office space
753-4509 or 753-6612

Neon Beach
Mini-Storage
New Buildings
All Sizes Available

753-3853

3213
REMINGTON 7400 270
Apartments
with scope/ sling $375
Fat Rent
Specialized RockHopper
1BR furnished or unfurnMountain Bike $225
ished Nice & dean Close
Sharp stereo with duo cas
to campus 753-7276
sette & cd player. $250
Call 759-1641 after 6orn
I BR furnished apt,
WINCHESTER XPERT, $200/mo plus deposit No
over and under Model 96, pets 321 2 St Rt 121N next
12 gauge Shoots 22/. & 3 to Fairgrounds 753-3139
inch magnum shells full &
modified Excellent condi
1BR nice appliances furnDon $500 474 8704 after
Coleman RE
ished
5Pol
753 9898

Musical

2BR, 1 bath w/carport, appliances furnished, w/d
hookup, $475/mo 1 Year
lease, 1 month deposit. No
pets_ 753-2905 or
753-7536.

bath 2 story
NEW 2br,
1979 MOBILE Home,
home with garage in Hazel
12X70, 2 bedroom
3 ROOM efficiency furn- area Available for lease
492-8685
ished $235/mo 412 N 5th
August 1st Deposit & references required $550/mo
1985 FLEETWOOD 759-4696
No pets 753-3078, if no
14X70, excellent condition
AVAILABLE IMMEDI1974 Cornodore, 12X65, ATELY 1,2 & 3BR apart- answer leave message
DOG obedience classes or
extra good condition Set ments Mur-Cal Apartprivate Serving Murray 17
360
up & ready to move into
years 436-2858
Northwood
Dr,
ments, 902
For Rant
753-9866
Murray, KY 759-4984
MALTESE puppies, AKC
Or Low
Housing
1990 14X70 BELMONT Equal
registered Own both Sire &
CREEKVIEW Self storage Dame- Pedigree 4 males
mobile home, 2br. 2 bath & Opportunity
warehouses on Center ready in 6 weeks 1 male &
very well maintained 1 car EXTRA nice duplex, 2br, 1
carport & storage building bath with whirlpool tub & Drive behind Shoney s
1 female in 7 weeks $250
on rental lot at Coach Es- shower, washer & dryer, $20-$40/mo 759-4081
Taking deposits Cuddly
Kennel 753-5628
tates Call or leave mes- central hia, dishwasher,
NORTHWOOD storage
sage 759-4174
garage, large deck. Close presently has units avail- PONIES- several sizes &
753-2905 or colors to choose from
BY owner, 1996, 16x80 to MSU Lease & deposit able
No pets
753-2493
753-7536
Northrrver Fleetwood, 3br, required
2 bath lots of extras, 753-5719
$29,000 Excellent condi- KENTUCKY Lake, Laketion 759-5830
land Westiy Village, 1br
CLOSE Out On All 1997 apartment, utilities InModelsw Buy now and c:Au:Jed, rent based on in$ave big bucksll The hous- come 62 & older, or handiing leader, Dinkins Mobile cap & disabled. Equal
Homes, Inc 2427 E Wood Housing Opportunity,
St, Paris, TN 38242 502,354-8888
Townhouses &
1-800-642-4891
NEW 2br duplex Almo 5mi
'FOR
Townhouse Lots
from town $400/mo includLARGE selection of
ing w/d No pets 1yr lease.
Links Subdivision
preowned mobile homes,
Available 7-1-97.
• Four Townhouse Models Avallabk
priced to sell. Dinkins MoBath
2
Bedroom
2
Level
Unit
One
753-4937, days 2br apartbile Homes, Inc., 2427 E
Too Level 3 & 4 Bedroom 21(2 Bath Unite
pets.
No
downtown.
ment
• Townhouse Lots Available
Wood St, Paris, TN.
1yr lease $275/mo Avail• Adjoining Mayfield Country Club
1-800-642-4891
• Acme. Hwy. 121 from Cniumbia
able 7-1-97. 753-4937,
Pinel.ake Medical Center
days
NICE 12X70 2br, 2 bath
• All Appliance. Provided
Sitting on rented lot $5,000
Construction
Superior
•
=0.=
NEW in country, 1br com• Top Quality Features
obo 753-6012
...=
pletely furnished $265/mo
tadi Am. le Mum ms Romani
For Further Informatton Ccritact
plus deposit No pets
RENT to own 2br, 2 bath
Mayfield-Graves County Local Development Corporation
436-2722
Coleman RE 753-9898
(502)247-0626
NICE 1-2 & 3br apts or
280
3-4br house w/washer &
Roble
dryer, furnished, near
Homes For Rant
MSU Inquire at 1210 Man
2BR,located in Ft Heiman, St 753-1252 before 5pm,
Lots For Rent, Single or double wide lots
753-0606 after 5pm
KY
pets
No
available. Also camper sites available for the
901-232-8275
NICE 2br apartment No

trade

22n

KOPPE
buyers
homes
you an
contact
ous a
agents
by offic

1 ROOM efficiency new 4BR house, 2 bath walking AKC Dalmation puppies
MSU Particial utilities furn- distance of university, great 3mos old, female. $75
Coleman RE, for students 753-1787 or (502)928-2745
ished
753-3536
753-9898

lbr furnished apartment
utilities included $325/mo
5 miles West of Murray
435 4236
1 OR 2br apts near down
town Murray 753 4109

pets 492-8634
NICE, clean 2br triplex
apartment New paint, new
berber carpet, appliances
furnished wid hook-up
1413 Hillwood Lease/ deposit No pets $375/mo
753-0814

year. Any size.
Lake access, and

boat slips available. Free
boat slip tor remainder of the season for the
first 3 renters. Dry storage included with rent
Mobile Home sues start at $108 00 per month
Camper snes start at $950 00 per year
Some pets permitted.
Call 502-354-6422 for appointment.

VERY nice 1yr old 2br, 2
bath duplex with garage All
appliances including w/d,
central gas h/a. Lease +
deposit No pets $575/mo
904-B N 20th 753-3119

Rooms
For Real
3 ROOMS for rent, $150.
$200, $210. Full use of
large pleasant house, including washer & dryer. All
utilities included Close to
downtown First, last, & deposit 753-9211.

MRental and Sales
Cars, Custom Vans, and Vans For Moving
"Don't Let The Name Fool You"
112 SO. 12th Murray, KY 42071

Phone: 753-6910
Daily, Weekly or Monthly Rates

2 3 BEDROOM, with appliances and storage shed
Reasonable utilities no
pets $500/mo, deposit required 753-7920
2 AND 3br houses in Mur
ray Lease & deposit re
(wired 753-4109
2BR unfurnished house on
641 South near Hazel Gas
heat $350/mo $150 deposit References 753-4797

/ ALPINE
)0c1dbidroscpb.

clarion
G."ha Fit

Gis

CLf:s
Tc
Car Audio

Sunset Boulevard Music

3BR, 1 bath in town,stove &
refrigerator, w/d hookup,
ac. $350/month, $350 deposit, 759-1519 Available
8 1 97

753-0113

Dixieland Center

NURSING HOME INSURANCE
IS NOT JUST FOR
NURSING HOMES ANYMORE!

3BR, 2 bath in Hazel area
$450/mo Lease refer
ences & deposit required
No pets 753-3078, if no
answer leave message

Our new nursing home policies

have an alternate plan of care that may
pay for care in your own home if you
would otherwise have to go to the
nursing home.
Everyone would rather stay at
home if possible and now we may be
able to provide the money under the
alternate plan of care!

3BR appliances furnished
$450/mo 605 Sycamore
759 4696
3BR plus study CLEAN
CUTE Refrigerator, stove,
dishwasher. microwave,
washer, dryer Deposit, 1yr
lease $560/mo 753-8734
or 557 4570
3BR with appliances w/d
hook up ceiling fans cen
tral gas h/a No pets
$430/mo References & de
posit required 753-1059

CALL US TODAY FOR A RATE QUOTE

• McCONNELL
INSURANCE AGENCY

3BR with garage 5min
North of Murray No pets
759 4826
4BR 2 bath brick at 1609
Wiswell Rd $600/mo Can
tral h/a Available now Col
ernan RE 753-9898
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10YR old racking horse, kid
broke, $800 753-6279, after 5pm
1988 MODEL WW 2 horse
trailer $800 436-2779
430

Real
Estate
5 1 ACRES north of town
753-7836
HALEY Appraisals Bob
Haley, state certified
759-4218

Puppies
le, $75

Nix pupon 7/22
nowt Call

KOPPERUD Realty has
buyers waiting to purchase
homes-all price ranges If
you are thinking of sellingcontact one of our courteous and professional
agents at 753-1222 or stop
by office at 711 Main St

Sharpe'
s old
84-9072

Puppies
tales and
black,
y, choco, Phone
eekdays
eekends,

asses or
lurray 17

AKC
Sire &
4 males
1 male &
cs $250
Cuddly

idi

sizes &
e from

Lake
Property
FOR SALE: 10 plus
Wooded acres,5 minutes
from Kentucky Lake Mature trees, private road,
apprx 12 miles east of Murray, $40,000 firm Will not
divide Serious inquiries
only please Call 474-8704
after 5pm or leave
message
VERY nice lakefront home
in Panarama Shores
436-2054

Lots
For Sale
LOTS! We have the location, price & size to fit your
lifestyle All w/city utilities
Contact Kenny or Valarie
753-9950 AM or 762-0309
PM,

96 ACRE mini farm Almo
community 6 mi. north o
$130,000
Murray
502-436-5099.

3BR, 1 bath, 2 ponds, 2
barns, 12 acres $56,000
382-2595
802 N 18th St Located
near MSU 3br, 1 bath
home recently remodeled
New roof, driveway, paint
central HA 2 car garage
with security lights & remote door opener Call
Steve 247-2421 or
247-6257 at Barger Realty

Free
or the
h rent
nonth
year

in t.

71
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Aaah! Enjoy life in reunion-sized family room.
Gather in open kitchen.
Relax in spacious bedrooms-4 in all. Country
pleasures, '90's amenities. Must see!

location
Convenient
near Murray State.'Three
unit bnck building, full
rented. Right place at the
right price. Hot deal
saves cold cash. Call
753-1651 for more infor
mation.

COLDwesi.
BANIce.R0
Woods & Associates
414 So. 12th St.
Murray, Ky.

NICE 3br home on extra big
lot. Great location to Murray
Middle School & hospital
Priced high $50's Call
753-1623.
OWNER finance. Must
See to appreciate! Semi4 acres, 3br,
1
country, 2/
4 baths living dining,
/
11
kitchen, family room Barn
with loft & lean-to 40X60
4 acres fenced -in
1
shop 1 /
$78,500. 502-382-2534.
REDUCED- 3br, 1 bath
white vinyl siding home. Six
years old North school
Small house beautifully
Landscaped and decorated
on 1 27 acres. Fenced
backyard and garage with
workshop area. Ready to
sell at $57,500. 753-1961
YOUR new lakeview home
is possible Located at
Eddy Bay on Barkley Lake
2 Story, 3br, 21
4 bath, 2 car
/
garage, gas fireplace,
paved driveway. Now
under construction Owner
will assist with financing.
502-388-0997 Serious inquiries only.
‘71)

A VERY SPECIAL FAMILY
HOME awaits you in this
immaculate, like new, 3br.
2 bath, ranch with open,
airy floor plan. Featuring
cathedral ceiling in living
room, cheerful kitchen wi
beautiful oak cabinets, dining room and located in

1993 1400 SUZUKI Intruder 753-8825 days,
753-4976 after 5 30pm,ask
for Steve

Southwest Villa Custom
landscaping & priced to
sell Make an appointment
for your prrvate tour today,
$126,500. Call Mary Jane
Roberson at Kopperud Realty 753-1222_

HONDA 250R 3 wheeler,
runs great, looks great Priced to sell! 753-7411

CHARMING 4br, 3 bath,
conveniently located near
hospital & school, $79,500
Ph 759-9439

S
oving
'La"

OLD FASHIONED
MEASUREMENTS

753-1651

Fame,
For Salo

e lots
lor the

Solitude at last! Comfortable 2 bedroom
home sits on approximately 2 acres with lots
of mature shade. Mitown.
from
nutes
Home-happiness is just•
call away.

440

450

t•.;,

NOISY
NEIGHBORS
NO MORE!

HAS TENANTS,
NEEDS BUYER

435

COMMERCIAL PROPERTY IN DOWNTOWN
MURRAY located on corner of 6th Street & Main, it
carries a heavy traffic load
Lot and building only Business in not for sale Zoned
8-3 with 104 frontage ft
Gas tanks will be removed
and cleaned up $50,000
Call Mary Jane at Kopperud Realty, 753-1222
MLS*3000013
FIRST TIME OFFERED
4br, 1 5 bath brick situated
on nice lot in the Southwest
school area and directly
across from a aty park A
friendly family neighborhood is waiting for you and
your famuily Immediate
possession Call Mary Jane
at Kopperud Realty today,
753-1222 M LS*3000961
FOR Sale By Owner extra
nice 4br, 2 bath house on
wooded lot in Oaks Estates 502 753 0876
FRESH on the marketl 9
acres m/1 mini-farm features charming 3br, 2 bath
brick ranch home, central
hia, new carpentry, cabinets & deck 1995 Fencing Many varifies of fruit
trees Immediate possession Priced at $79.900
Contact Rich at Kopperud
Realty, 753-1222 for additional information on
MLSI/3001024
NEW 4br. 2 5 bath home.
hardwood flooring throughout vaulted ceilings, quality
craftsmanship throughout
For private showing,
753-9950am. 759-1828pm
or 762-0009pm

Motorcycles

1996 KX60 motorcycle, excellent condition $1600
Firm Riding gear, like new
753-1775

YAMAHA Blaster, rebuilt
top end, strong runner,
$1400 obo 753-7770
YAMAHA model 225
4-wheeler, excellent condition Priced to sell at $1995
Call David King, 753-8355
or 759-9854 after 5pm or
weekends.

1994 GMC
Jimmy 4x4, 4.3
V-6. auto. A/C,
tilt, cruise, p.
windows, p.
locks, stereo/cassette, 60,xxx
miles, white, excellent condition.

$11,495.
Casters Auto Sales
2885 E. Wood St.
Paris, TN 38242
(901) 644-3039
1968 CHEVROLET p•ckup 1953 Chevrolet pick-up
Both good condition Call
437-4931, if no answer
leave message
1971 & 1972 GMC s all
parts 1971 w/air cab, being
restored 1972 everyday
driver $3,000 obo
759-4159, after 5pm
1980 TOYOTA 4X4, runs
good cold air, $1,500 obo
Call 753-9747, after 5pm
1984 FORD F-250 diesel,
$2,000 obo 502-354-9232
1986 TOYOTA pickup,
150xxx one owner miles,
good condition, 5sp,
$2803 Call 753-2113 after
5pm
1987 NISSAN Pathfinder
4X4, new running condition $4,000 1995 Yamaha
Wolverine 4X4, like new
$4,200 753-4.519
1988 CHEVY 1 ton, 12ft,
flatbed, 4sp, $6,200 1981
CHEVY V. ton, 8ft flatbed,
Call
$1,500
auto
753-1725 between
Sam-5pm, 498-8950 after
7pm
1988 DODGE Dakota,
753-5136
1989 FORD Lariat, 66,XXX
miles, fiberglass topper
1988 Jeep Comanche°
4X4 753-7787, after 6prn
1991 FORD Ranger XL,
5sp, air, sharp! 90xxx
Miles $3300 759-9600
1991 ST Blazer, Tahoe,
4th, maroon & gray $8300
759-9953
1992 F150 SUPERCAB
Ford truck, 58xxx miles,
excellent condition, automatic trans, am/fm cassette, a/c Asking $9500
Call 753-0305 after 5pm
1994 CHEVY Silverado
4X4, swb, 59,XXX
loaded $14,900 Call
753-5774
1994 CHEVY ext cab
Silverado, one owner, low
mileage, excellent condition. 759-4851, 759-9523.

1987 NISSAN Pathfinder
4cyl, 5sp, $4,000 obo
753-6740
490
Used
Can
1980 CORVETTE, 31xxx
miles, red, air, 4sp, tinted
t-tops, new brakes, Alpine
CD, tilt, tele, pwr windows.
$12,900 firm 753-7301

cove*
1975 30' HOLIDAY Rambler, $3500 759-5830

COMPLETE camping 1994 31ft American Star
5th wheel w/super slide and
all of the extras Towed by
1994 Chevy 1 ton dually
w/6 5 diesel A bargain at
$47,500 759-1565

1987 YUGO GV, 43,XXX
miles, a/c, good condition
$1,500 Call 753-5950

1972 BOMBER bass boat,
15ft, 50hp Mercury motor,
depth finder, trolling motor,
runs great $2,150 Must
sell 767-0508

1984 CHALLENGER bass
boat 15', 85 Johnson, 2 live
wells, trolling motor, depth
finder, flasher, $3900
1988 Z-24 convertible,
753-7770
$6,000 489 2897

1992 BMW 3251, 4dr, black,
tan leather interior, 36xxx
miles Very clean, $17,900
obo 489 2015
1993 MAZDA Meta white
& tan wirear spoiler, tan
leather int . loaded w/
extras, custom wheels, excellent condition w/only
16,XXX miles $13,990
CaN 754-1562

1996 PONTIAC Sunfire
SE, auto, air, cruise, am/fm
cassette, beautiful black,
25xxx miles Dark tinted
windows, tilt wheel. $9800
obo 753 0988

1985 21FT Celebrity ski
boat with inboard Mer
cruiser engine Excellent
condition low hours In
dudes trailer $6.000 Call
Bill 753-1222 days
753-6620 evenings
1989 28ft pontoon boat
Harris float boat Royal
Heritage Like new 100hp
Oil
Johnson motor
injection/ power tilt & trim
Wet bar/ ice box ref /lots of
storage AM-FM radio &
cassette tape/ power an
tenna Hard top Maroon &
white Excellent condition
$11.750 WK 753-5940.

41.144lay S

-amalbaimia.,...04.4,4_,..a4,s„,,"Loam
46
7
Lea

1996 DAYTONA Tigershark 770, low hours, life
jackets & trailer included
Just bought, still under warranty $5,000 Call
753-9366, after 4pm

- 2 Wondeiful Address 1/2 Mile on 94 West, Murray, KY

1996 PRO team 17 bass
tracker 40hp Mercury, foot
control trolling motor, depth
finder, lots of extras, very
clean, excellent condition
Call Ryan Vanover at
753-4011 leave message

Call 502-435-4487 or 800-265-7786

MOVING out of state1980 28' pontoon boatHarris float boat with Heritage 115hp Johnson motor,
oil injection, power tilt &
trim Built in cooler, new
upholstry, radio, hard top,
excellent condition, $6,250
1994 Seadoo GTX Bomberdire, 3 adult passengers, pull skier with 2 passengers 436-5050

Lots starting at $18,000. Great location
for now and the future.
1,800 sq. ft. min. restriction.

(130$C$C$C'C'C'C'C'005C$Oef'a
STRAWBERRY FIELDS
Cd,
SUBDIVISION

Cfr

Cit
, North side of town - Coles Campground Road.,
Building Lots available. Prices starting at OPP
s7.5oo.00. Construction Busy - Selling Fast, a$,
some under contract

Rock House Creek - -4 lots (t
Country living at it's best. 753-5628. Grey's cs
cot Properties 759-2001, Edwina Bucy 767-9435

ELECTRONICS INSTAL
LAT1ONSPECIAUSTS Direct TV Satellite systems
from $129 DSS Satellite
systems serviced and installed Phone jacks added
Internet and fax jacks installed Cable jacks installed Complete sales
and service on all types of
phone systems Burglar
and security systems serv
iced and instalied. Chip
Veal, Owner 753-7567.
ELECTRICIAN- R&R
ELECTRIC New construction, rewiring, mobile home
hookups, electrical maintenance and repair Call anytime Murray, 762-0001,
cella 519-1592.

LICENSED for electric and
gas. 435-4358

'
:!Cf CtiqS
Ci'e$00$CS(i:Sc hCC:i'0$03(

MIKE'S Gutter Cleaning
estimates
Free
502-382-2440

CHAMBERS TINTING

ROUND bailing, 6 ft. rolls.
Bushhogging. Mickey
Pierce, 753-0062.

Cars - Trucks - Vans
Res. - Corn.

iteli/O1,-)111,-/M1
IN INI 1130111101B •

Lake House:

111" Yearly rentals, one and two bedroom .(.4
.1
gu units Comes with lake access and a boat ..
I
ADAM'S HOME IM- ull slip.
0, ,
110
PROVEMENTS Inside or 0
I
Reasonable pets permitted, school bus .
out. No job too small I,- at corner.
B
502-759-9906
utilities.
plus
month,
per
up
$350.00 and
Q0
.
III ,
AFFORDABLE all around os Deposit required, one year lease.
ui
hauling junk clean-up,
04 Call for appointment: 354-6422 0#0
cleaning out sheds, tree *
ooalomosoasuaimi)monumo060
work 436-2867
A&A Complete Lawn Care
Mark Lamb 436-5791

l

-.11,0•01111u1111CAINI, MullMulEuM1111`'

PS

CUSTOM KITCHEN CABINETS
CUSTOM WOODWORKING

All Types Of:
Custom Woodworking
Kitchen & Bath Cabinets
• Drop by and see our showroom
409 SUNBURY

ASPHALT Driveway
Sealing- Driveways, parking lots, discounts to churches Free estimates Call
Travis Asphalt Sealing,
753-2279
BACKHOE Service- small
jobs, driveways box blade,
rottertilling, snow removal
753-0834 or 759-9835
BACKHOE Service - ROY
HILL Septic system, driveways, hauling, foundations,
etc 759-4664
BACKHOE SERVICE
BRENT ALLEN septic tank
installation repair, replacement 759-1515
BACKHOE Service- small
jobs, driveways, box blade.
rottertilling. snow removal
753-0834 or 759-9835
BOB'S Plumbing Service
All work guaranteed Free
estimates 753-1134,
492-8584
BRIAN S LANDSCAPING
Tree removal, shrub trimming, cleanup, mulch, etc
etc Insured Free estimates 759-5353
BUSHHOGGING Grader
blade work front end
loader work yards mowed
FREE ESTIMATES. Call
POP 492-8530 or Gary
753-0912

MURRAY (BaNn41 Runny 13,eaC
753-5940

mb Brothers

APPLIANCE REPAIR All
brands, Kenmore 30.years experience BOBBY
HOPPER 436-5848

Tree Service

502-430-5:7444
.11.4300-541•113-526.2

Tree Trimmiag
°scow Service
Fail Liu of
Eqaipmeal

Free Estimates
24 Hr Service
i -7 Hedge Trimmutg
"
Trite Sprayuig
•••
Tree A Stamp
Removal

LICENSED A INSURED
itar
•

GRAVEL,SAND, MULCH.
Call 492-8873
HANDYMAN Company
We do it all! Roofing &
siding specials 474-8621
HANDYWORK- odd jobs
wanted No job too small
Just give us a call,
753-2388
HARDWOOD FLOOR installation and finishing
Custom design Affordable
rates 753-7860

HM 436-5946
1990 RIVIERA Cruiser, 24ft
pontoon boat with 1989
Manner 135hp motor Call
753 9950 AM, 759 1828
PM

CONSTRUCTION &
REPAIR Free estimates
Remodeling fencing deck
mg, roofing & electrical
489-2832

WALTERS Contracting
Free Estimates Guaranteed Quality Work
Licensed & Insured Over
20 years experience Roofing additions, vinyl siding,
decks remodeling Call
753-2592
SUREWAY Tree & Stump
Removal Insured with full
line of equipment Free estimates Day or night,
753-5484
WEST KY Lawn Care
Mowing, trimming fertilizing, liming, aerating,
mulching, landscaping
Trim shrubs hauling, tree
removal Have references
For Free Estimate call
753-9048 leave message

WOOD VCR repairing
VCR's, microwaves NEW
HOURS' Mon Fn, 1 5 30
Free estimates Visa/MC
MICHAEL'S Transmis- accepted 753-0530
sions. Complete overhaul
on late model, domestic,
overdrive transmissions
ASE Certified in automatic
& manual drive transmis- LAB mixed puppies, 6wks
sions Call 753-0152
old 436-5246
PLUMBING repairs, fast LAB mix puppies, 6 weeks
service. 436-5255.
old Call 436-5456

Quai/IN ,c,'-,' -,"

Now Open
121 Park & Sell
Murray's only "U-Sell-It Lot".
Located on high traffic area 121 bypass, security lights, someone on
premises 7 days a week. Now taking
cars, trucks, boats, campers, motorhomes etc. Call 753-3985 or see
Reggie at Hickory Log BBQ
Restaurant.

Professional Window Cleaning

TEEN ACTIVITY CENTER

'Residential
'Commercial

Opens August 16th, 1997
(pit 1.

"Satisfaction
Guaranteed"
Free Estimates

at the

University Branch

5024894015

t., Murray
SA
1510 ChestnutM C

"No Job Too Small Or Too Big"

753-4295

CARPORTS for cars and
trucks Special sizes for
motor home, boats RVs
and etc Excellent protection, high quality, excellent
value Roy Hill 759-4664
COLSON Home Repairs
Additions garages decks
remodeling, vinyl siding
20yrs experience
753-5592

THE Gutter Co Seamless
aluminum gutters variety
of colors Licensed. insured Estimate available
759-4690

VIRGO (Aug. 23-Sept. 22)
***** Venus enters your sign
HAPPY BIRTHDAY for Wednesday, early this morning. Take a look in
July 23, 1997:
the mirror, you will like what you
Money blooms in this prosperous see. So will those you encounter,
year, but you might not have a lot of although there could be a mixed
control over its origins. The unex- message. See it as an opportunity to
pected rums riot; use your instincts build a better understanding ofsometo feel your way through.It would be one you care about. Tonight: Shop
unwise to turn accounting duties for clothes.
over to a partner. If it's your cash, LIBRA (Sept. 23-Oct. 22)
handle it yourself Concentrate. If *** Tie up all loose ends. You
you are single, passion is wild and might not be able to accomplish evamazing. You will play the field by erything you set out to; do what you
choice. Ifattached,accent communi- can. Later, you will be glad to lose
cations. Don't assume you know how yourself in window-shopping. Reyour mate is feeling; reach out. A lax, and avoid pressuring yourself.
creative project draws you closer. All ends well. Tonight: Sip an iced
PISCES confuses and delights you. tea on the patio.
SCORPIO (Oct. 23-Nov. 21)
The Stars Show the Kind of Day ***** A flight offancy brings the
You'll Have: 5-Dynamic;4-Positive; exciting realization that you want to
3-Average; 2-So-so; 1-Difficult.
begin living more and worrying less.
Brainstorm with a friend, who conARIES(March 21-April 19)
*** Do what you must, and no curs.Ofco urse,responsibilities won't
more.Chaos looms around work and disappear, but somehow they seem
daily events; you're in no mood for easier to deal with. Tonight: You
complications. Make plans for a can't stop laughing!
physical activity to neutralize stress, SAGITTARIUS(Nov. 22-Dec. 21)
then soak in a hot tub to relax. ** Confusion reigns supreme, and
Tomorrow's another day! Tonight: even you are hard pressed to make
sense of the absurdities around you.
Dream the night away.
It's not you; the world is insane.
TAURUS(April 20-May 20)
**** Socializing brings double Still, you must live in it. Tomorrow
benefits: You expand your circle of is much brighter; remember that.
friends and improve your public per- Tonight: Tonight's for you!
sona. Don't be surprised when a CAPRICORN (Dec. 22-Jan. 19)
casual acquaintance flirts heavily. **** Another's eye is on you, in
Your irresistible ways continue for more ways than one. It could annoy
several weeks. Tonight: Are you you at first, because you are focused
on work. Give an admirer a break;
ready for romance?
his feelings are genuine. He could be
GEMINI(May 21-June 20)
*** Keep your nose to the grind- a great help,ifyou'll let him. Lighten
'stone at work. Make no mistake; up, and enjoy the day's magic. Toyou're being scrutinized. Fortu- night: Accept an invitation.
nately, your work is good enough to AQUARIUS (Jan. 20-Feb. 18)
impress the powers that be. Later,a **** A financial advantage is on
home project occupies your thought*, the way;don't look a gift horse in the
you'll act on it in the coming weeks. mouth. And don't forget how to graTonight: Browse through catalogs. ciously receive. You deserve appreciation your inspiration, and someCANCER (June 21-July 22)
**** You feel invigorated and a one wants to bestow it. Be thankful,
and accept what he presents. Tobit out of control as you plunge into
Crank up the stereo!
a new romance. To be on the safe night:
PISCES(Feb. 19-March 20)
dust
the
bit
let
a
side,
settle
before
***** You shock the world with
completely committing yourself. You
actions. You are delightful when
can enjoy this connection if you re- your
you're naughty! Someone is clearly
main in the moment.Tonight:Search
impressed with your gutsy creativyour soul.
ity. Instinctively, you feel you can do
LEO (July 23-Aug. 22)
no wrong; the world agrees. Days
gift
a
love
expressing
****Present
this are worth their weight in
like
or gratitude. This is the beginning of
The sky's the limit!
an increase in prosperity that reaches gold. Tonight:
into the next few weeks. Be appre- BORN TODAY
ciative, and lower expectations. You Actor Woody Harrelson (1961), rafeel like a total winner! Tonight: dio personality Don Imus (1940),
actor Marlon Wayans(1972)
Take a hot bubble bath.
*

759-9181

ANTIQUE refinishing, furniture repair & custom
woodworking 753-8056.

GARDEN tilling grader
blade work, bushhogging
lots Gerald Carroll
492-6159

ROOFING- New roots
tearotts, reroofs Free esti
mates 437-4718

BY JACQUELINE BIGAR

601 S. 3rd St.

ALL carpentry 15yrs exp.,
foundations, slabs, sidewalks, driveways, buildings,
remodeling, repairs. AGC
certified 489-2214.

FRITTS LAWN CARE
Mowing, trimming & landscaping Reasonable rates
with reliable service Call
759 1663 please leave
message

PAINTING Interior ex*/
or Roofing Free estimates 437 3879

HOROSCOPES

Now Offering Car Washes • Minor
Brake Service • Rotate & Balance
Tires • Replace Alternator,
Starters, & Batteries

A-1 Tree professionals.
Stump removal, tree spraying, serving Murray, Callo- El I UMILiM
1.1110•101EU 110 no
way County since 1980.
Free estimates 437-3044 U.
U
or 492-8737
0111

FENCING: Midway Fence
Co. Chain link & vinyl
fence at reasonable
prices. 759-1519.

JONES Roofing New
LAMB Brother Home Im- roots, tear offs & repairs
provements, remodeling, Low rates & references
additions, roofing, siding, 15yr experience All work
guaranteed Call 436-5078/
free estimates 436-2269
519-0559
LEE'S CARPET CLEANI will mow your yard Call
ING Free estimates
759-4659, after 6pm
753-5827

Olt

Al Al A TREE SERVICE,
stump removal, tree spraying, hedge trimming, landscaping, mulch hauling &
mulch spreading, gutter
cleaning Licensed & insured, Full line of equipment. Free estimates Tim
436-5744,
Lamb
1-800-548-5262.

APPLIANCE REPAIRS
Factory trained by 3 major
manufacturers All work
and parts warranted Ask
for Andy at The Appliance
Works, 753-2455

510

DAVID'S Cleaning Se
vices 'Cleaning vinyl siding homes, mobile homes.
boats, brick driveways,
parking lots, all exterior
cleaning, acid cleaning
available David Borders,
Insured, Completely Mobile Phone 502-759-4734
Cellular 502-853-1108

4
11
:
411111/*

LEER camper top for short
wheel base Red with fac
tory tinted sliding glass win
dows $1,000
Call
474-8340, after 5 30pm

1971 60HP Johnson motor
runs great, with trailer & old
fiberglass boat $900 obo
753-6986

1991 GRAND Am, black,
2dr, ground effects, auto,
all electric $5200
759-9953

1994 YAMAHA VXR Pro
Jet ski with trailer, $3000
Call 492-8836, leave
message
1995 DAYTONA Tigershark, 1994 Montego
Tigershark, 1995 Double
trailer Call 753-9950

CUSTOM bulldozing and
backhoe work, septic systems, 354-8161 after 4pm
Horace Sholar

DRYWALL Finishing 10
yrs experience References available 436 2060

Services
Meted

Service;
Offered

Services
Offered

CUSTOM BUILT wooden
decks, fencing, pole barns
sheds carports Also repair
& rebuild Excellent work
manship Affordable rates
753-7860

COUNTERTOPS and
Kitchen Cabinet Refacing
with formica Wulff s Re
covery, Murray 436-5560

1994 STRATOS 201 Pro
Excel, 225 Evinrude. extended deck ext warranty.
Lots of extras 436-5682,
after 6prn

APPLIANCE REPAIR
SERVICE.
PROFESSIONAL DEPENDABLE.
502-767-9552.

1987 CUTLASS Calais,
$1500 Clean 1979 Cutlass Supreme 1500 Sharp
Call 759-5700 or 759-4379

1988 CHEVY C
New tires, m
Very I-I

COOKSEY Plumbing Repair & new installation
436-2667

1994 BOMBER fish-N-ski
with Johnson GT 175 motor Excellent condition
492-8514

530

530
Services
Meted

Sortless
Offered

Boats
& Motors

1996 CHEVY truck ext
cab, white, loaded, automatic, low mileage, extra
clean Call 759-8061 or
753-0987 leave message

1985 WILDERSON 37 5th
wheel, good condition
753-6294

NEW Dryvit home 3br, 24
baths By appointment
753 9950 am, 1994 CHRYSLER LHS,
only
759 1828 pm. 762-0009 loaded leather interior, cd
Pm
player 753-2558
et

sin

520
Used
Trucks

Horns.
For Salo

Litiadock
& Supplies

Call Me To Compare
Our Price & Coverage
On Auto Insurance
•Standard & High Risk

Ross Insurance
Agency

Ashley J. Ross

Agent

600 Main Street, Murray
502-753-0489
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TUESDAY, JULY 22, 1997

MURRAY LEDGER & TIMES

Tea years ago
Larry Hale is pictured standing
in his 25-acre paraled- strip cropping system of corn and hay on
his farm near Almo. This is an
agronomic conservtion practice
for erosion control.
Pictured are persons playing
and singing at the second annual
picnic of Four Rivers Music
Friends at Murray-Calloway
County Park.
Births reported include a boy
to Celia and David Mancell, a
boy to Debra and Joel Smith, and
a boy to Lynda and Dexter Littleton, July 16.
Chris Cox and Joyce Houston
were winners of the fishing tournament held by KentuckyBarkley Bass N Gals out of
Cyress Springs.
Twenty years ago
A majority favored the zoning
of 12th Street from Sycamore to
Chestnut Streets from a residential to B-4 at a public hearing by
Murray Planning
the
Commission.
The 12-member Twilight Cabaret is pictured performing at
Calloway County Public Library.
Robert L. Johnson and Henry C.
Bannon are directors.
Kathryn Jean Hardie and Freddie A. Higgins were married recently at West Fork Baptist
Church.
Thirty years ago
Loretta Lynn and her brother,
Jay Webb, are pictured signing
autographs after the completion
of their musical show at MurrayCalloway County Jaycee Fair.
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DEAR ABBY

TODAY IN HISTORY

LOOKING BACK
Approximately 125 people attended the hearing on one-way
streets for the city of Murray on
July 20 at Murray City Hall.
Eighteen members of Boy Scout Troop 77 of First Christian
Church with O.B. Boone Jr. as
scoutmaster are spending a week
at the Boy Scout Reservation on
Kentucky Lake.
Forty years ago
Marine Pvt. Larry W. Woodall,
son of Mr. and Mrs. Kenton
Woodall, is serving with the 2nd
Marine Division at Camp Lejeune, N.C.
Pictured are members of the
student body of Macedonia
School in 1929.
Recent births reported at Murray Hospital include a boy to Mr.
and Mrs. James Pearce, a boy to
Mr. and Mrs. Edward Levine, a
boy to Mr. and Mrs. Hoyt Edward Wilson, and a boy to Mr.
and Mrs. Donald Breeden.
Fifty years ago
The temperature in Murray fell
55 degrees last night and the
weather bureau officials said a
gradual rise to 71 degrees was
noted at 11 a.m. today.
Murray officials completed negotations for 140 parking meters
to be installed in the business
section of Murray last night, according to City Clerk Charlie
Grogan.
Births reported include a boy
to Mr. and Mrs. Lee Warren Fox,
July 19.
Mr. and Mrs. Glyco Wells and
sons spent their vacation at Great
Smoky Mountains National Park.

By The Associated Press
Today is Tuesday, July 22, the 203rd day of 1997. There are 162
days left in the year.
Today's Highlight in History:
On July 22, 1934, a man identified as bank robber John Dillinger
was shot to death by federal agents outside Chicago's Biograph
Theater.
On this date:
In 1587, a second English colony, also fated to vanish under mysterious circumstances, was established on Roanoke Island off North
Carolina.
In 1796, Cleveland was founded by Gen. Moses Cleaveland.
In 1812, English troops under the Duke of Wellington defeated the
French at the Battle of Salamanca in Spain.
In 1916, a bomb went off during a Preparedness Day parade in San
Francisco, killing 10 people.
In 1937, the Senate rejected President Roosevelt's proposal to add
more justices to the Supreme Court.
In 1943, American forces led by Gen. George S. Patton captured
Palermo, Sicily.
In 1946, Jewish extremists blew up a wing of the King David Hotel
in, Jerusalem, killing 90 people.
In 1975, the House of Representatives joined the Senate in voting to
restore the American citizenship of Confederate Gen. Robert E. Lee.
In 1991, police in Milwaukee arrested serial killer Jeffrey L. Dahmer, who was later murdered in prison.
In 1991, Desiree Washington, a Miss Black America contestant,
charged she'd been raped by boxer Mike Tyson in an Indianapolis
hotel room. Tyson, convicted of rape, served three years in prison.
Ten years ago: The United States began its policy of escorting reflagged Kuwaiti tankers up and down the Persian Gulf to protect them
from possible attack by Iran.
Five years ago: Colombian drug lord Pablo Escobar escaped from
his luxury prison near Medellin. He was slain by security forces in
December 1993.
One year ago: Friends and families gathered on a Long Island,
N.Y., beach for a tearful memorial service dedicated to the 230 victims of the crash of TWA Flight 800.
Today's Birthdays: Sen. William V. Roth Jr., R-Del., is 76. Former
Senate Majority Leader Bob Dole of Kansas is 74. Singer Margaret
Whiting is 73. Actor-comedian Orson Bean is 69. Fashion designer
Oscar de la Rents is 65. Actress Louise Fletcher is 63. Rhythm-andblues singer Chuck Jackson is 60. Actor Terence Stamp is 58. Game
show host Alex Trebek is 57. Singer George Clinton is 57.
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a club and lead a spade to the queen,
losing the finesse to the king. East
later scores another trump trick and
down you go.
The sad truth is that this could
happen in many bridge games and
nobody would pay any attention to
it. The players would think South
was unlucky to lose the trump finesse and attribute the outcome to
bad luck. However,this would not be
an accurate assessment of South's
performance.
It is not really difficult to figure
out that Eastcannot have the king of
spades and that the spade finesse
must therefore be a losing proposition. Once East shows up with the
ace ofdiamonds at trick one,it must
be assumed he cannot also have the
king ofspades since he would surely
not have passed one diamond with
an ace and a king.
Declarer should therefore play
the ace and a low spade, instead of
finessing, in the hope that West
started with the doubleton king.It is
the only chance he has to make the
contract, and some chance is certainly better than no chance at all.

4J108
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North

East

South

Pass
Pass
Dble
Pass
2+
Pass
2
Pass
34
Pass
4
Opening lead — king of diamonds.
Bridge is not for lazy thinkers —
if you want to get the best result
possible. You just can't sit there,
make only mechanical bids and plays,
and expect to do well. You have to
spend lots oftime trying to figure out
whateverybody has,and follow these
thoughts to a logical conclusion.
Consider this deal where you
reach four spades on the bidding
shown and West leads the king of
diamonds. East takes the king with

NOT SEEING HIM, SEE"! IN& HIM. WE'RE UST"
erRABBINCy SOME LUNCH.

11-le
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Tomorrow: The fine art of falsecarding.
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Olivia Walton
5 Scacchi or
Garbo
6 Sun god
7 Federal agcy.
8 Encounter
9 Freed from
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LET'S TRY GOING BACK
TO YELLING.
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on the #4
phone key
45 Comes
before a set
time
47 TV's Lou
Grant
50 Champagneglass feature
51 City for
Bradley
University
53 Rub oil on in
a ceremony
57 "Con —"
58 Comedian
Wilson
60 Baseball
team
61 Mao— -tung
62 Otherwise
63 Attempt to
lose weight

1 — off (close
completely)
• 5 Ghastly
9 Utilize
12 "— Lies"
13 Steak order
14 Teachers'
org
15 Delight
17 Part of a
sonnet
19 — Hayworth
21 Cuts
(something)
down to size
22 Precipitation
26 Diphthong
27 Small body
of land
28 Choke
30 Xmas mo
33 Roman 101
34 Minor deity
37 Armstrong ID
38 "Bali -40 Female deer
41 Houston
footballer
43 Two letters
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DEAR ABBY: Law enforcement
officers and their actions have been
and always will be targets for criticism, skepticism and controversy.
Two of the most newsworthy topics
involving law officers are the use of
physical force and deadly force on
criminals. It is easy for the general
public or the media to second-guess
what was right or wrong. They have
hours or days to do it — while an
officer has only seconds. The stakes
are high on the street. Hesitation or
a wrong decision may very well cost
an officer his/her life. This brings
me to a recent letter you published:
"Wayne in Santa Rosa, Calif."
said he thinks cops should carry
tranquilizer guns instead of
firearms. Well, Wayne, in our "Wild
Kingdom," the animals — a.k.a. carjackers, armed robbers and drug
dealers — carry guns. Real guns.
And they do not hesitate to use
them on innocent people, as well as
on cops. The animals you see on
"Wild Kingdom" are potentially
dangerous because they are instinctively trying to protect their lives or
the lives of their offspring. The "animals" we deal with are predators —
preying on innocent, honest citizens, and they are dangerous
because they choose to be.
Abby, it's obvious that Wayne is
DEAR DESPERATE: For the
ignorant of how violent these people
sake of your marriage, it is
can be, and how quickly a situation
imperative that you find out
can turn on an officer in any given
exactly what happened three
situation. I can only suggest that he
months ago that changed the
get a job in law enforcement,
because I'm sure his outlook on
tranquilizer guns would change.
Law enforcement can always use
good advice on how to improve.
Most of us and our bosses welcome
good advice. But tranquilizer guns?
I'm 30 years old, have been a cop for
the ace and returns the five, taken eight years, and I thought I'd heard
by West with the ten. West contin- it all.
ues with the queen,East discarding
CPL. DONALD PALLISER,ST.
a club as you ruff low.
TAMMANY PARISH SHERIFFS
OFFICE,COVINGTON,LA.
Let's say you enter dummy with
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The Power of Positive Thinking

DAEWOO° I'M SORRY ABOUT
THE WAY I'VE BEEN TREATING
YOU, AND IM GOING TO
START BEING NICE

."7

dynamics of your relationship
with your husband. He is behaving like a selfish, insensitive
clod. Before you walk out, tell
him how you feel and offer him
the option of marriage counseling.

CONTRACT BRIDGE

BI.ONDIE

Alt4(7-

DEAR ABBY: I have been married for three years and love my
husband dearly; however, I'm very
close to leaving him. Why? Because
I feel invisible. I'm a good wife and
do everything within my power to
make him happy, but when he
comes home from work, he greets
me with a "hi" — then he greets our
three dogs with petting and words
of love. This infuriates me! It's so
painful I have to leaye the room.
As of three months ago, my husband decided he sleeps better without me, so we've been sleeping
apart. I know he works hard at his
job, and it's important for him to get
a good night's sleep, but that's no
excuse for his behavior toward me.
Our sex life has practically come to
a halt. I expressed my feelings to
him, only to be ignored. When I get
affectionate with him, he pushes me
away saying, "Not now, hone
too tired."
perAbby, I don't claim to be t
fect wife, but the house is always
immaculate and the laundry is
never piled up. I make hot meals
daily and our pets are well-groomed
and cared for. I am not drop-dead
gorgeous, but I get my share of
looks and remarks. I will not seek
what I need from other men, but I
won't spend the rest of my life in a
marriage that consists of domestic
duties and nothing more.
My husband never misses your
column. Hopefully, he'll see my letter, realize how hurt I am, and
change his ways. Sign me ...
DESPERATE FOR ADVICE
IN NEW JERSEY
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restraint
10 Appear

11 Dines
16 Elevated
18 Sp. woman
20 Seaport city
of Algona
22 Entertainer
Little
23 A continent
24 Negative
prefix
25 Fall behind

29 Yankees
pitcher
31 Robert
—
32 Vehicles
35 Cleaning
• heitid
360Bqseball field
39 Refuse to
notice
42 army off.
44 That woman
)16 Storehouse
47 — — on the
back
48 Six (Sp.)
49 Widespread
52 And Justice
for -54 Roman three
55 Opp. of SSW
56 Vietnamese
holiday
59 "— Paris
Burning?"

DEAR CPL. PALLISER: Be
patient. By the time you're
ready to hang up your firearm,
you'll have heard more.

DR. GOTT
By Peter H. Gott, M.D.
DEAR DR. GOT!': I have been eating gin-soaked raisins for four years
and have no arthritis pain. I believe
that this works, and I object to your
saying that it doesn't.
DEAR READER: Enough of this
gin-and-raisins obsession. While I
appreciate the testimonials I have
received, there is no scientific evidence that this home remedy relieves
the pain of arthritis.
Bear with me for a moment. I enjoy
a glass of orange juice every morning
with breakfast. I don't have arthritis.
Is it fair to say that the juice prevents
arthritis pain? I don't think so. But I
can name a hundred people who will
testify that they drink orange juice
and don't have arthritis, so there must
be something to this. Right?
Wrong. The two factors may be
totally unrelated.
The only way to test this hypothesis
is to take 200 people with arthritis,
give half of them orange juice and the
other half plain, flavored water, and
then see if the juice group has less
arthritis pain.
Here's the outcome I predict. Ten
people in the water group will experience improvement (a placebo effect),
while 20 people in the juice group
feel better.
OK. Subtracting the 10 percent •
placebo cures from each group leaves
10 juicers who may have been helped.
Here is where the problems begin. Is

10 percent a significant number, or
could it be the result of chance selection alone? In short, is the difference
between the groups statistically valid?
Maybe.

Or maybe not. Perhaps the juice
group was younger, or used low-dose
aspirin to prevent stroke, or were
more (or less) active — or also atei
gin-soaked raisins.
This kind of analysis is what drives
scientists crazy and makes some
medical studies so difficult to interpret. Suppose the 10 juicers who
improved were later found, on reanalysis of the data, to be overweight.
They loved their large breakfasts with
orange juice and decided to sit at
home and not exercise regularly during the study; hence, their pains
diminished. Goodbye orange juice as a
cure for arthritis.
This scenario is silly, isn't it? But it
does document the tremendous pitfalls inherent in any study, and also
shows that mere testimonials are not
valid reasons to use or not to use a
particular product.
Enjoy your gin-soaked raisins, but
as far as I'm concerned — the issue
is closed.., until someone does a controlled, scientific study of 200 arthritis
patients who...
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